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A participant in the Winter Carnival's obstacle course competition in East West Park plunges 
into the weekend's activities. <George Newton photo) . 
AdvisoryJ group accuses PPO&M 
of unfair· charging practices 
By Dennis Cauchon outside of their dorm1torv. 
Livermore said. "DRAC believes 
the University is aesthetically 
and functionally a whole." 
Boothby said that resident 
students are not charged for ad-
ministrative costs twice . because 
he said 'tiie University's administra-
tion charg_e is different from 
DRAC, page 20 
Durham, N.H. 
Student tr~ste«: post 
draws 11 applicants 
By Doug Black 
The student trustee search 
committee has received 11 ap-
plications for the position of 
University System student 
trustee, according to committee 
chairman David Livermore. 
The six committee members, 
who were selected by Livermore, 
will hold interviews for the ap-
plicants today and Thursday. The 
deadline for applications was 
yesterday. 
The applicants will be reviewed 
again by members of Student 
Government from Keene and 
Plymouth State Colleges, which 
the student trustee will also 
represent. 
"We're looking for someone 
to be a little more vocal than the 
past student body trustees," said 
Livermore. 
The 11 applicants are David 
·Ouistopher, Robert Coates, Michael 
Durgin, Jay Gallagher, William 
Grant, Ronald Hasseltine, Michael 
Iacopino, Moira Mulligan, Theresa 
Rosholt. and Ian _Wjlson. 
After'-interviewing the 11 ap-
plicants, the . search committee 
will submit five final candidates 
to the Student Caucus, with a 
recommendation of one of the 
candidates. . 
The Student Caucus will either 
accept the recommended ap-
plicant or select one from the 
other final candidates. 
Governor - Gallen and the 
Governor's Council will then 
review the selected applicant. 
Gallen has given student govern-
ment a verbal agreement that 
he will accept whoever is chosen. 
The six search committee 
members are Peter Moore, 
president of the Memorial Union 
Student Organization, Ji.r;:n Carle, 
advertising assodate of The 
New Hampshire, Alice Moore, 
vice _ president of St-udent Ser-
vjces, Colleen Wimsat, president 
of Williamson Hall , and David 
Marshall, former Student Caucus 
member. 
Livermore said that although 
he and others of the search com-
mittee are acquainted with some 
of the trustee applicants, "three 
members don't know any of the 
applicants and hopefully no 
favoritism will be involved in the 
selection.'' 
The procedure of student trus-
tee selection changed significant-
ly from previous years. 
Rep. Leo Lessard <D-Dover) 
filed a bill last November that 
would allow students to elect 
their student trustee. Gallen has 
pledged his support of the bill. 
Three years ago, former 
Governor Thomson had the 
power to select the student 
trustee. 
In their applications, the 11 
candidates provided some/ 
background information: 
--David Christopher, a jullior 
plant science major from Lynn-
field, Mass., has worked on the 
Serendipity s~aff and was a 
freshman camp counselor. 
--Robert Coates is a sophomore 
economics major from Keene 
who has served on the Student 
Senate and ran unsuccessfully for 
student vice president last 
STUDENT TRUSTEE, page 20 
The Dining and Residences 
Advisory Council <DRAC) has 
released a report that 
specifically outlines the Physical 
Plant Operations and Main-
tenance (PPO&M) fees that it 
feels are unfair to residence 
students. 
In the report that was submit-
ted to Director of Residential Life 
David Bianco, DRAC cites land-
scaping_ and administrative 
charges by PPO&M as "par-
ticularly discriminatory and 
burdensome to resident studen-
ts." 
In a similar report released by 
DRAC on Nov. 18, 1976, 
Legislative Act 187:10 is used to 
support DRAC's contention that 
all landscaping charges should 
come from the University's 
general fund. 
Calif orninn stitdents feel the chill 
Last week, the council recom-
mended that the Office of 
Residential Life withhold 
payment from PPO&M because 
of their unfair charging prac-
tices. 
"This issue has been a game of 
push (;lnd shove between DRAC 
and (Vice-president of Budget 
and- Adininistration) Alian Prince 
for several years, " said David 
Livermore, chairman of DRAC. 
"We 
Livermore, chairman of DRAC. 
"We're hoping this action will-
alert the Board of Trustees to the 
problem. " 
DRAC's recommendation 
comes from their evaluation of 
the 1979-80 residential life and 
dining services budget. 
"We believe students should 
not be charged for landscaping 
The Act states that all 
operating and maintenance ex-
penses on tlormitories will be 
paid for by money from students 
room and board fees but, Liver-
more says, that does not include 
the expense for maintenance of 
surrounding grounds on campus. 
The second DRAC complaint is 
that resident students are un-
fairly charged an "Ad-
ministrative Overhead" charge 
by PPO&M on top of one they 
already pay in their tuition. 
Livermore says, "All students 
are billed for a 3 percent ad-
.ministra tive charge in their 
tuition, we believe it is unfair for 
PPO&M to charge resident 
students for it again." 
Gerry Boothby, Assistant to the 
Director of PPO&M, said the way 
to charge students is "decided by 
the University's overall 
philosophy and not by PPO&M." 
Boothby said PPO&M has yet 
to receive a copy of DRAC's 
report, which was released last 
Tuesday. 
Inside 
The UNH Winter Carnival brought a 
flurry of activity to the frozen cam-
pus this weekend with bonfires, the 
Nite of Sin, a MUB concert -and a 
whole slew of outdoor adivities. 
Stories and photos are on pages 
3, 5, 14 and 15. 
Campus Calendar ............ page 4 
Notices ...................... page 6 
Editorials, letters ....... pages 12, 1:1 
Arts .................... . . pages 14-16 
Clasifieds ................ . .. page 18 
Comics ..................... page 20 
Sports ....... . ..... . ..... pages 21-24 
By Doug Black 
Prudish, aloof, conservative, 
and Waspish--that's the image 
Californians have of New 
Englanders. 
And for most of the Californian 
exchange students here at UNH, 
that stereotype has been borne 
out. 
"It's hard to get to know New 
Hampshire people," said Joan 
Taber, a sophomore business 
major from San Diego State. 
"In the dorms at San Diego, if 
your door is open people feel free 
to walk in and talk. It's an in-
vitation. 
"Here, when l'd walk in and 
talk the girls were really cold, 
shocked and afraid,'' said Taber. 
''They're into their own ways 
here, I guess. They don't want to 
make space fot you for awhile. It 
takes them time to become 
friends," Taber said. 
Like the other California 
students here, she is talkative, 
relaxed and ready to smile. Or 
"laid back," to use California 
parlance. 
Taber is involved in the 
UNH/California exchange 
program in which 50 students 
come here frem San Diego State 
-University and California State 
University, Chico; and 50 UNH 
students, in turn, attend those 
two California schools. 
Perri Knopp, a sophomore 
business major from Chico State, 
said New Hampshire people are 
more conservative. 
"The people here are--I don't 







know--tighter, not as loose," said 
Knopp, who said he came here 
because he heard UNH is a good 
party school. "They're always 
walking in a hurry. They're 
· worried about getting things done 
--~> /w 
I \ '-




"Sometimes, I'm walking 
downtown or something," said 
CALIFORNIANS, page 6 
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News Briefs 
SIDoke daIDages IDall 
Portions of the newly completed shopping mall located next to 
the Durham Shopping Plaza sustained minor smoke damage 
yesterday morning when an oil burner malfunctioned, fire of-
. ficials said. , 
Durham-UNH Fire Lt. Donalfl Bliss said an oil burner in a large 
unoccupied store at the far end of the mall misfired repeatedly 
and filled the area with heavy black smoke. · 
Bliss said the burner was ruined. 
Firefighters were unable to determine if the heating unit was 
supposed to be on in the vacant store. he said. 
According to Bliss. the fire department received the alarm at 
7: 10 a.m. after nearby residents noticed smoke pouring from the 
far end of the mall. 
"Because that end of the mall is .empty there was very little 
damage," Bliss said. · 
Louise's Sports Shop, which opened in the plaza last week, was 
unaffected by the smoke. Bliss said. . , 
I 
Jerry Rubin. to speak 
.Jerry Hubin. a ll';1ding raclil'al activist (>f tlw l!lliOs, \rill spl'ak 
at llNH in late April. .. 
Hubin. \rho foundl'd tht; Youth lntl'rnat ional Part_\· 1yippi(•s1 
\rith Abbi(• Hoffman and \\·as onl' of the ( 'hil'ago St•\'(•n d('f(•11d;111ts 
in l!HiH. \rill speak on "20 Years of ('hangl' .. in till' l\lernorial 
Union Stucicnt Organization-sponson•d l('l'tUn'. April 2-L 
Hubin \\'as orw of three Chicago Sl'vcn dcfend;1nts ,,·ho spoke at 
ll'.\ill on May S. l!Jli!l. in a pn•scntation that dn•\\ statt•\ridc contro-
vt•rsy and resulted in a l'lwrge of l'ontempt of a court order again-
forrner Studl'nt Bo<h 'Pn·sicknt .l\lark \Vcfl'rs. 
M USO I' ·esidt•nt i>ett•r !\.loon'. \\'ho said Hubin has "cll'anl'd up 
his al't" sinct• his radil'al da_\·s. said the fonnt•r Yippi<' ,,·ill 
spl'ak about tlw roots of the studt•nt strikl' lll0\'('111t•11t. Huhin-\\'ill 
ht• paid $1.SOO for tlw kcturt'. l\Ioot'l' s<tid. 
Dorm kitchen daniaged 
A kitchen in Babcock Hall sustained extensive damage to an 
exhaust duct and moderate smoke damage to the ceiling after a 
grease fire . there yesterday afternoon, according to fire depart -
ment spokesman. 
Sal Torce11ini of 2:31 Babcock was momentarily trapped in the 
kitchen at the time of the fire. but was unhurt, said Durham-UNH 
Fire Department Lt . Donald Mliss. 
The department received the alarm at 4 : :31 p .m . when thC' lwat 
detector in the kitchen went off, Bliss said . 
Resear_ch director speaks 
The director of a r esearch group that linked smoking. dit>t and 
obesity to heart di sease will speak at a one-day seminar ii;i Man-
d1este1• s ponsored by the University School of Health Studie{ 
Dr . Wil)iam Castelli will speak at the Feb. 15 seminar for health 
care professionals at the William King Auditorium of the Elliot 
Hospital in Manchester . 
His seminar is titled "Laboratory Studies in Assessment of 
Coronary Heart Disease Risks." · . . 
Castelli is director of the on-going Framingham (Mass. l Heart 
Study, which provided important information about factors that 
contribute to heart disease . 
The seminar is open to nurses. physicians. and pathologies!. as 
well as medical laboratory personnel. Registration is $15 . 
For more information. call Pat Merrill or Libl)\ Powers of tile 
UNH Medical Tefhnology Program at 862-I:m;_ · 
The recent l'old snap continues today \\'ith sunny. freezing 
weather, according to the National Weather Service in Concord . 
1'-emperatures will rise only to about 10 degrees this afternoon 
with winds of 10 to 20 miles-per-hour coming from the northwest. 
It will be mostly clear tonight with the lows around 10 to 20 
degrees below zero. 
There will he incr('<i~ing e!oudirH·s~ tn!T'!0n-n\v but tem-
peratun·s ,,·ill rl'm<1i11 in tlw 11·1·11:---
There is U percent l'hance of precipitation toda'" rising to JO 
percent tonight. · 
~ I • ' 
;;; .. , v ld ,' 
/' . ' 
Have it your way 
UNH has majors mad~ to order 
By Joy Bleakny 
Nancy Stratton's major can't 
be found in UN H's catalogue. 
Stratton, who graduated last 
May. was a puppetry major. She 
was able to pursue her interesh 
because of the University's 
Student Designed Major program. 
The program is a way for mo-
tivated and disciplined students 
to pursue a mcrjor UNH doesn't 
offer, said Professor Owen 
Rogers. chairman o( the self 
designed major committee. 
Brian Sutherland designed his 
musical theater major. 
'Tm very pleased with my pro-
gram, now that I'm in it, .. said 
Sutherland. "I had problems with 
my grade' point avt•rage . They 
< tht· committee 1 want ambitious, 
independent students and that's 
the first thing they look at. 
"It took me a semester to be -
accepted because the committee 
only meets periodically. I ditj,n 't 
get accepted the first. time so I 
had to wait until they met again ... 
We don't want students who are 
trying to take an easy out for 
graduation or arc trying to avoid 
uninteresting or difficult subjects 
in an existing ma,ior, said George 
Abraham , liht•ral <1rls counselor . 
Rogers sa!(L "When the studenL., . 
first come · i:1 I ask them twc 
questions, ·v, · \ ar ·1 you do this 
<your major) within a depart -
ment? And wh,· don't you go to a 
school which ha:-. t!1is major'?" 
We've had success with the pro-
gram, said Rogers, because 
students have to carefully plan 
their courses to help them achieve 
their final goaJ-. 
A student planning to design a 
major should apply by tlw begin-
. ning of his or her junior·' Par. 
After a student has ~111>1nittNl 
an appli.cation proposing a self 
designed major it goes to the 
committee for ev<duat1011 . Tht· 
committee consist s 111 ('igh t 
faculty membl'rs. ' -
The student has to prove to us 
that the major shows 
progression, is worthwhile, and 
has developement in depth, said 
Rogers. 
Thert' are less than ten stucl•~nts 
on l'ampus who have self 
designed majors, said Rogers . 
This is because of the many 
ma1or..; ot kn ·d l>v tlw l 1 n; "ers it y . 
Othl'r student desi14ned majors 
taken U'.\Jl-1 are: urb;111 iour-
ualism, l{ussian . math accoun-
ting, marine studies, 1uaritime 
law, 'town planning, and math 
and philosph,v. ' 
If manv stud('nts applv for one 
major, we go to the department 
involved and t rv to establish a 
new major within that depart-
ment, said Hogers. 
Phi Mu Delta meets 
fire safety regulations 
By Beth Albert 
Phi Mu Delta completed com-
pliance to fire safety codes last 
weekend, according to Philip 
Merola, president of the frater-
' nity. 
"We finished putting up a wall 
on deck, .. Merola said this week. 
He said that was the lasl 
designated area to be fixed. 
Lt. Donald Bliss of the 
Durham-UNH fire department 
said he has not m(lde a final 
check on the fraternity's com-
pliance to regulations . 
"I haven't been down there in 
the past two weeks, but Phil 
(Merola l called me to tell me the 
wall was completed," Bliss said. 
He said he will check the frater-
nity in the next two weeks. 
Last October Phi Mu Delta was 
ordered by the Durham Board of 
Selectmen to comply to fire codes 
or else face heing closed. The due 
date for compliance was to be 
Dec . 18. 
"We were given an extension 
because we had trouble getting 
the sheet rock to complete the 
last wall," Merola sal(J. 
Since October, the mern hers of 
Phi Mu Delta have built three 
walls, put up four steel doors and 
22 wood doors . "We had to hire 
car:penters to put on 23 door 
knobs," Merola said. That job 
cost $125.00. 
Merola estimated the entire 
cost tt> comply at $2,000. 
Bliss said the installation of the 
fire escape was being in-
vestigated, but he gave no date . 
when it would be built. • 
"All the credit to comply must 
go to the current fraternity of-
ficers. There has been quite a 
· turn-arouno since last semester. 
I have received weekly calls from 
the fraternity. It has been a 
cooperative venture, which it 
should have been all along,'' Bliss 
said . 
George Lyngarkos, last 
semester's Phi Mu Delta 
· president, called the fire depar-
tment unfair and said his frater-
nity was being singled out. 
. Lyngarkos has taken this 
semester off from UNH. 
Debra Chene~· gives directions to some youngsll•rs at the UNH Child and Family Care Cen-
ter. <Mark Stevens photo> · . . 
Pre-school thrives on campus 
By Judi Paradis 
· .. Look I hitched my zipper all 
by myself! .. a three-year-old ex-
claims proudly. "That's great," 
replies his teacher Debra 
Cheney, fully aware of the great 
problems of three-year-olds and 
zippers. 
Cheney and another teacher 
Jan Caron do not seem daunted at 
the prospect of taking 16 three-
year-olds out into below freezing 
temperatures for twenty minutes 
of play. "We encourage them t._ 
dress themselves," says Cheney 
calmlv . 
Cheney and Caron teach at the 
Li.NH Chil ~l and Family Center. 
The sin~dl ,,·hiV• cqtta~e acn1>;;s 
frnm Stillin;.i;s Dinin;.;. ff-ill seems two small children -listening to 
11111 of nl:1e<' on a col lt' :'e campus records. several others 
with its .iungle gvrn~ ;rnd sw.ing struggling with snO\\ suits, and 
:--<·ts clothing strev.:n all abou 1 
The Center, part of the honw Yet. the carduoard signs on the 
economics department, run:-: a . walb above each plaything ex-
nursery school Monday through plain to observers the purpose of 
Thursday for two groups of pre- the activity. 
schoolers. Sixteen three-year- The class is very excited about 
olds meet in the morning and 19 Valentine's Day this week 
four-year-olds meet in the after- Cheney says. Caron reads the 
noon . children a story about a boy who 
"Even though it may not look . doesn't receive as many valen-
like it, it's well planned," tines as he had hoped and then 
Cheney said, "There is thought discusses disappointment with 
behind everything that goes on at the 6rnup . 
the school... The pla,vdough hearts the 
The nur- t•r·v .school. looks 
unor~ani~(·c. .1t. first , glance. wjtJ1 f·JU(<3rnY, page '-? · 
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The full moon starts its rise in the eastern sky_behind an iced over Newfields boatyard. <Bob 
Bauer photo) 
Wuiter Carnival: the show goes on 
By Pam Dey . 
Snow sculptures, Nite of Sin, 
winter games, sleigh rides ... the 
Winter Carnival show went on 
despite frigid conditions this 
weekend. 
This year's "Wonderful World of 
Disney" carnival began at the 
summit of Cannon Mountain 
while prospective UNH partiers 
slept. 
Twenty-five Alpha Gamma 
Rho brothers began running a 
torch !it on the mountaintop at 
5:45 a.m. Thursday, in accordance 
with their 25-year-old tradition. 
The brothers reached Durham 
in 11 hours and 45 minutes, run-
ning one-tenth of a mile intervals 
to average six miles each. 
"The runs blended together af-
ter a while," said runner Jim 
Quigley. "I'm still a little sore." 
For their efforts, Quigley and 
the AGR brothers raised $500 for 
the Leukemia Fund. 
The torch was used to light a-
bonfire on MUB Hill Thursday 
night to , officially open the 
Carnival-and the festivities began. 
The snow sculptures, as 
always, were the weekend's 
highlight. Hundreds of students 
braved the sub-zero tem-
peratures to pack together 
castles, cartoon characters, and 
even whales. 
Alpha Xi Delta and Tau Kappa 
Epsilon emerged victorious in thP 
Division I Greek category for 
their sculptures of Pinnochio and 
Jiminy Cricket, beating out six 
other entries. 
In Division II, Christensen Hall 
claimed first place for Cin-
derella's castle. "When we 
finished," said Christensen RA 
Scott Evrard, "We knew_ we had 
something good.'' 
Second place in the Greek class 
went to Sigma Alpha Epsilon and 
Chi Omega for Pinnochio and the 
Whale. SAE brother Toby Clarke 
said the sculptors "had a great 
time. The best part was getting to 
know the people.'' 
The frozen snow, most sculp-
tors said, was dJtt1cult to work 
with. "It was more like building 
ice sculptures," TKE brother 
Tom Gwizdala. That problem 
was solved by Christensen sculp-
tors, who dragged powder from 
their area and water from the 
bathrooms to make the snow 
more workable. 
Sculptors at ChiO worked in 
shifts, according to Joanne 
O'Donnell. "The cold had a huge 
effect," she said. "It was painful 
to be out but the hot chocolate 
mixed with peppermint schnapps 
helped." , 
The weather. however, did' 
WINTER CARNIVAL, page 18 .. 
New ~omputer syst~m 
may improve service 
By Gary Langer 
The University has instaJJed an 
addition to its computer system 
that is expected to show "a signi-
ficant increase and improvement 
in services,'' according to 
William Vasiliou, director' of 
computer services. 
The improvements in the 
Digitial Equipment Corp. (D~C) 
1090 computer, which went into 
effect yesterday, divide the com-
puter's work into two areas --
academic and administrative. 
The computer previously han-
dled that work as one unit, 
Vasiliou said, adding that "the 
demand has grown so 
dramatically on this campus over 
the past couple of years that it's 
been difficult to keep pace with 
it." 
Much of that demand, Vasiliou 
said, has come from increased 
student and research work with 
thf> ('omputer. 
ljnder the new system, accord~ 
ing to computer Services spokes-
man John Simon, "for practical 
purposes, there are two compu-
ters." 
Although the two computer 
systems can communicate, 
Two SAT budgets 
approved by Caucus 
Simon said, ''people will be · 
assigned to one or the other.'' 
Simon said the dual system 
should make for increased 
response time and may make it 
possible for computer terminals 
to stay open longer. The termi-
nals 'are now closed at midnight, 
Simon said. 
By Dennis Cauchon 
The Student Caucus approved 
budgets for The New Hampshire 
and the Women's Center Sunday 
night, and passed Student Press' 
and Scope's statements of pur-
pose. 
The Women's Center budget 
was increased from $4005 to $4540 
for the 1979-80 academic year. 
According to Lisa Thurau of the 
Center, "The extra money will be 
used to attract more interesting 
speakers to speak, hopefully, to 
larger groups of students." 
The New Hampshire's total 
hudget was increased by $2904. 
but the amount gi'{_en from 
Student Activities Tax decreased 
from $29,280 to $25,280. 
"The revenues lost through 
SAT \\·i II he made up by adver-
tising and increased use of reserve 
money,·' said Gary Langer, 
editor-in-chief of Th-e-Ne.w Hamp= 
~hire . 
The total budget for The New 
Hampshi,-e dunng lhe 1Y79-80 
academic year will b1 · $72,724. 
The "statement of purpose" for 
the Student Press publication 
was ammended to restrict 
material printed to be written 
only by fulltitne undergraduate 
students. 
Area III Michael St. Laurent 
proposed the ammendment on 
the grounds that undergraduate 
students pay for SAT while much 
of the tnaterial in Aegis is written 
by graduate students, professors, 
and non-University affiliated 
writers. St. Laurent cited un-
dergraduate students he knows 
who had been rejected by Aegis 
in favor of work done by graduate 
students. 
Leslie Sanders, Director of 
Student Press. :--,1id "We don't fill 
thP rn.:zes with grad11;ite students. 
' CAUCUS': pege'10 
Vasiliou said the University 
now has more than $1 million 
worth of computer hardware, and 
that the improvements. are part 
of the ongoing upgrading of the 
system that has taken place since 
it was installed in 1975. 
The University has "a series of 
options that we couid exercise 
mat could result m an add1t10na1 
several hundred thousand dollars 
being spent,'' Vasiliou said. 
He said decisions on further 
improvements in the computer 
system will be made after the 
newest improvements are tried 
out. 
Simon said the academic com-
puter system was "up and 
working" by yesterday after-
noon, and that the administrative 
system was running but not doing 
work. 
"It's essentially gone up 
todav," .Vas·iliou said. '·'There-are· 
still som~' pt'Nl>lcmS to sMke•but 
in the next couple of weeks.'' 
Investigation continues 
Kane vacancy filled 
MUB Director J. Gregg San-
born has hired a DecPmbr,. 1978 
U '.'\i II graduall' lo ll'mpurau1j tilJ 
part of the job left vaeant by Rich 
Kane last week. 
Kane, who resigned his post as 
MUB Food and Beverages Ser-
vices manager as of Feb. 16. was 
ordered out of the MUB by San-
born last week: . 
Sanborn has hired Laura Pope\ 
23, to act as catering scheduler on 
an hourly basis until the end of 
the semester. 
Kane has leveled charges of 
encouragement of bribes, 
mismanagement, and abuse of 
employees against the MUB Food 
and Beverage Service. Those 
charges are being investigated 
separately by Vice President for 
Student Affairs Richard Stevens 
and a Student Caucus committee. 
Sanborn said managem.ent of 
the MUB Pub, which was also 
handled by Kane, will be done by 
student pub managers for the 
rest of the term. 
Kane's catering coordinator 
duties, including responsibility 
for food preparation at catered 
events and monitoring the events, 
will go to Scott Migala, Sanborn 
said. 
Migala, who js the assistant 
dir<'ctor for food services. has 
been charged with harassment 
of M UB workers by Kane and 
others, including three MUB 
workers who resigned shortly af-
ter Kane did. 
Sanborn said administration of 
the MUB Food and Beyerage 
Service is "up in the air" pending 
an agreement with the Whit-· 
temore ·School of Business and 
Economics on student par-
ticipation in the program. 
The MUB Grub program, in 
which hotel administration 
students provide gourmet lunches 
in the MUB cafeteria, was c.an-
celled this semester because of a 
contractural dispute between 
WSBE and the MUB adminis-
tration. 
"A lot will depend on WSBE ne-
gotiations for the future," San-
born said yesterday. "The whole 
arrangement down there is tem-
porary right now.'' 
Though Stevens was 
unavailable for comment on his 
mvestigation of Kane's charges, 
his secretary said he "is not 
commenting on the matter at this 
·time." 
Student Caucus Chairman Bill Corson: "I didn't really want to 
get involved with Student Government." (Bob Bauer photo) 
Corson in Caucus: 
a natural for the job 
By Willard Tucker career in law after his graduation 
A lithe and athletic-looking from UNH in May. 
senior with dark, curly hair stands "He has a certain sense of 
before 30 student senators, tap- practical justice. That's why I 
ping the gavel of the Office of think he would be a good 
Caucus Chairman in hi~ palm. lawyer,·· says Desrosiers. 
"Let's keep the disc1.iss10n to the That sense of justice has stood 
floor," he says. with auJhority, - Corson well in Student Gover-
but not severity, after several ment. 
minutes of heated debate. "I remember that Bill liked 
Bill Corson faces the task of pruties," recalls Ken Cossingham, 
keeping Student Caucus meetings a former student and roommate 
in order every Sunday night when of Corson 's for two years in Gibbs 
he presides as chairman. With his Hall. "His main interest in them 
unique ability to help people com- was the people that were there. He 
promise and cooperate, Corson is really liked people." 
a natural for the job. Corson gives Cossingham 
"Bill has a great sense of credit for getting him involved. 
honor, and a wonderful sense of "Actually," says Corson, "he 
·humor," said Assistant Professor dragged me into it. I didn't Peally 
of Classics Richard Desrosiers, want to get involved with Student 
who has had Corson in two Government, but I had nothing 
olasses. else to do 
; Decl'Gs.ier.s. h~i .b~ adyi.sing.-ee')·.-il<,.S""O""M"",.,p~d-g""9"'~----­
Corson, who is cons1dcrmg a 
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cainpus cale;ndar 
TUESDAY, February 13 
' DURHAM RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE: "Be· 
a Super-Sweetheart!" Granite State Room, Memorial 
Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through Thursday, Febru-
~ry 15. 
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT SEMINAR: "Homogeneous 
Catalysts Generated with Sodium Borohydride," Dr. Ben 
Hui, Ventron Corporation. Parsons Hall, Room L-103,-' 
frpm 11 a.m.-12 noon. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Renaissance Art," by 
Professor David Andrew, Art Department. Richards Audi-
torium, Murkland Hall, from 11 a.m . ...:12:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Bridgewater, Lundholm Gym-
nasium, Field House, 6 p.m. · · 
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING PRESENTS: "New 
Consciousness/New Life," by David Levenson. Room 126, 
Hamilton-Smith Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDA y' February 14 
DURHAM RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE: 
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Con-: 
tinues through Thursday, February 15. 
VALENTINE'S DAY BUFFET: Strafford Room, Memorial 
Union, 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. Admission $2.75 per person. · 
Tickets available at the Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862-
2290. I . 
VALENTINE'S DAY FLOWER SALE: Give a friend a 
flower for Valentine's Day! Sale will be held in the 
Memorial Union (lobby table), from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Cash 
and carry, ~r campus delivery. Choice of carnations, iris, or 
daffodils. Sponsored py the Horticulture Club. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m. Also, Valentine's Day 
Party. 
PRESENTATION ON RADIO AND TV IN EUROPE 
Marston Hou_se, lounge at 7:30 p.m. Admission_is free. 
THURSDAY, February 15 
LAST DAY FOR PARTIAL TUITION REFUND OR WITH-
. DRAWAL. 
. DURHAM RED CROSS VALENTINE BLOOD DRIVE: 
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. 
LAST DAY. ; . 
. AIP SEMINAR: "Fuel Cells," R. Caro~, Chemistry Depart-
ment. Parsons Hall, Room L-103, from 11 a.m.-12 noon. 
CIRCUS CLOWNING DEMONSTRATION: Bob Owen, 
Professional Clown, will demonstrate clowning techniques 
including juggling, unicycle riding, balloon sculpture, and. 
more. Program geared for elementary teachers and those 
who work with children. Hennessy Theater, 2-5 p.m. Spon-
sored by THCO--Children's Theater Class. 
WOMEN'S. TRACK: Massachusetts, Paul Sweet Oval, Field 
House, 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Rhode Islaf\d, Lundholm Gym-
nasium, Field House, at 5:30 p.m. ~ 
GRANDE ILLUSIONS~ "The Passenger," directed by 
Michelangelo Antml.ioni, and starring Jack Nicholson, Jen-
ny Runacre, and Ian Henry. Antonioni's suspenseful adven-
1 ture is the portrait of a drained journalist whose deliverance 
is an identity exchange with a dead man. Strafford Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO 
Film Pass. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Holy Cross, Lundholm Gym-
nasium, Field House, 8 p.m. Season Tickets or $2 general 
admission. 
MUB PUB: Atherton-Webster, folk, Bp.m. 
FRIDAY, February 16 
BAKE SALE: Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Sponsor~d by ' 
th~ Seacoast Cetacean Society. Feat~ring "Whale cookies." 
SEMINAR ON NUCLEAR AND. PARTICLE PHYSICS: 
"The Effect of Magnetic Fields on Pion Condensation in 
Neutron Stars," Harvey Shepard, Department of Physics. 
DeMeritt Hall, Room 304, from 1-2 p.m. 
The "Campus Calendar" appears in each issue of The New 
Hampshire. Please submit information to the- Ad-
ministration Office, ,Room '332, Memorial Union. · 
/ ... ------------------------------------------------
· t- The New Hampshire <USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly 
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the 
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824'. Business office hours: 
Tuesday and Thursday, 1to3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday, 9 a.m.~2 p.m. 
Academic year subscription: $6.00. Second class postage paid at Durham, 
N.H. 03824. Advertisers ~hould check their ads the first day. The New Hamp-
shire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other errors, but will 
reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, 
if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New 
Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.11,000 copies per 
. issue printed at.~pur.ie~ !ublishing Co., Rochester, N .H. · 
Professors say Cut with caution 
By Bar.hara Polichetti 
Somewhere, in a distant dreamy 
realm, a warning sound goes off. 
Struggling valiantly, eyes open, 
staring into the unforgiving face 
of the alarm clock. There are only 
10 minutes to get to class. The eyes 
ache. 
Class beckons, but the bed feels 
good. It doesn't matter, skipping 
one class. No one will care. 
Not quite. 
For some UNH professors cutting 
class is not a matter dismissed 
lightly. Students who cut exces-
sively are regarded as unmotivated 
and a hindrance to in-class pro-
gress and 'discussion. 
English Professor Donald Murray 
said he has no qualms about 
flunking students who cut his 
classes. 
"If I have to be there, so do 
they." he said. "I've handed out 
drop cards to people who've cut 
my class. There's no reason for 
it, I have people waiting to get 
in my classes." 
Jeffery Martin, a theater and 
communications lecturer, said he 
"insists on attendance" in some 
ot his classe:s. 
Martin explained that courses 
in which attendance is mandatory-
are.smaller performance classes. 
. "A performance class is a work-
ing class, and if a student doesn't 
show up it defeats the whole pur-
pose of the course," Martin said. 
· ''But," he added, "In my lecture 
courses attendance is up to the . 
stuCients . If they want to waste 
their· money i~ 's their business, 
I . work on the assumption that 
they are adults. 
"Whether attendance is manda-
tory or not should depend on the 
nature of the class." 
Many UNH professors agree 
with Martin that the importance 
of attendance depends on the siz.e -
and nature of a course, but they 
discourage regular cutting be-
cause they feel there are certain 
things that cannot be gained from 
just the reading or borrowing notes. 
Associate Soils Professor Nobel 
Peterson said, "No, I don't make 
attendance mandatory, but if a 
student is going to learn something 
he has to come to class. 
"My classes are based on audio-
· Join the 
v.isual aids, and there's no way 
a student is going to get that · 
in the notes he borrows from 
somebody,·· he said . 
Yutaka Yamamoto, an assistant 
professor of philosophy, said he 
warns students that much of what 
he says in leclure cannot be gotten 
from the reading. 
"But," Yamamoto said, "I leave 
it up to their d~scretion. If the 
student feels he can understand 
the subject matter without a lec-
ture then there is no need to 
at tend a class." 
And while no UNH profes·sors 
said -they penalize students for 
cutting classes that do not have 
mandatory attendance, chronic 
cutting certainly isn't an .asset 
at grading time. 
"If a student cuts, it won't hurt; 
but it won't help," Yamamoto 
said . 
...::.."If"there was a borderline stu-
dent who had attended all. the 
classes and· expressed real inter-
est in the course, he would tend 
CUTIING CLASS, page 11 
Fall 1979 
Semester at Sea, affiliated 
with the University of Colorado, 
for an unparalleled international 
educational experience. Sail from 
Los AngelesSeptember 15,by way of the 
Orient, South Asia, Africa, and South 
America. Applications now being accepted. 
For Free Color Brochure. call or write: Semester at Sea. Taj Mahal Building. P.O. Box 2488. 
· ' 'lma Hills. CA 92654. Telephone (800) 854-0195 (toll_-free outside California) (714) 581-6770 
llifomia). SS. Universe is hilly air-conditioned. 18.000 tons. of Liberian registiv. 
Semester-at-Sea will be 
in the MUB Feb. 13, 14 









Use This Coupon to Obtain 
The FREE COLOR CATALOG 
Name .. · ...... . 
Address .................... ~ ........ . 
City ............ . 
State .............. : . Zip ....... -. ... . 
Send to address above and Semester-
at-Sea will send you a free color 
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Braving the cold to carve up huge piles of 
snow ... enjoying a frosty sleigh ride ... waxing up 
for a cross country ski race ... warming tip to the 
Blend in the MUB ... all this and more add up to 
\Vinter Carnival '79. See stories, pages 3 and 15. 
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continued from page 1 
'Howdy' to a stranger, and they 
don't say anything. 
Without exception they said 
they are glad they came here, if 
for no other reason than that they 
are in a different part of the coun-
try, meeting people who live in a 
different way. 
Tunior business major David 
Pletz from Chico, who has a 
styled haircut , -..and wears 
Hawaiian beads around his neck. 
"I'll just kind of wave and say 
"The people at the bank, at the 
cleaners--they just aren't as 
friendly. I aon't understand it," 
said Pletz. 
"Even though I love San Diego, 
I was in a rut there," said Taber 
· explaining why she left Califor- , 
nia. "I was tired of the dorm life 
and the people there. I was in that 
This isn't to say that the 
Californians are unhappy at 
• ----------1not1ces-------
GENERAL 
GENERAL MEETING OI<, UNH--AAUP : Thursday, 
February 15, Forum Room, Library; at 4: 15 p.m. This 
will be a regular business meeting including committee 
reports, a discussion of the formation and composition 
of University search committees, and the mandatory 
retirement age for faculty. 
CAFE FRANCAIS: Wedn~sday , February 14, Room JOI, 
Murkland Hall, from 3:30-4:30 p.m. Come celebrate "la 
fete du Saint-Valentin." Open to any member of the 
campus community. 
GAY WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: The first meeting 
will be on Monday, February 19, in Schofield House, 
from 4-6 p.m. For more information, call 2-2090, stop by 
the Counseling and Testing Center, or come to the first 
meeting. 
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP : Meeting, Tuesday, 
February 13, Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield 
House, at 7 p.m. 
ACADEMIC 
l<,REE , NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: 
RUNOl<,F . This course will explain the RUNOl<,I<, text 
formatting program which can be used to prepare 
documents, handouts, papers, theses, resumes, or 
similar materials. Course meets Monday, February 19, 
Kingsbury M208, from 2-4 p.m. For registration, stop by 
Kingsbury Mlll, or call 862-2323 at least one day in ad-
vance. 
l<,REE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: DECIO 
Seminar is geared to a advanced users of the UNH DEC-
system 10. It will be mainly a question and answer 
session covering whatever topics attendees wish. 
Seminar meets Tuesday, February 20, Kingsbury M308, 
from 3-4 :30 p.m. See first computer course listing for 
registration information. 
CAREER 
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: On-Going 
Career Group--Session 3. Wednesday, February 14, 
Grafton Robm, Memorial Union, 12 noon-2 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
BAHAI FIRESIDE : Wednesday, l<,ebruary 14, McCon-
nell 218, at 8 p.m. This week's fireside will be an infor-
mal discussion on the topic: " Divine Law; Source of 
Human Rights, " by Karl Durant, attorney for the in-
mates of N.H. State Prison. 
UNH JUGGLING CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday, Febru-
ary 14, Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, at 
9: 15 p.m. 
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB: Wednesday, February 14, 
Kendall Hall , Room 202, at 7:30 p.m . l<,ield trip to a Per-
cheron horse farm in Lee, N.H. Business meeting and 
refreshments to follow. 
WOMEN'S CENTER: Meeting, Tuesday, February 13. 
Room 134, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m . 
LINGUISTICS MEETING: Thursday, l<,ebruary 15, 
Murkland 203, from 12:JQ-2p.m . Organizational meeting 
at 12:30 p.m.; licture "Ewe : An African Tone 
· Language," at 1 p:m. 
ALPHA ZETA OFFICERS MEETING: Wednesday, 
February 14, Kendall 212, al 4 p.m . 
CLUB SPORTS 
SAILING CLUB MEETING: Wednesday, February 14, 
Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. There 
will be a meeting for those interested in racing following 
the general meeting. 
TABLE TENNIS CLUB: Meets every Tuesday and 
Thursday, in the Memorial Union Games Room, from 6-
8 p.m. Weekly tournaments, state championships, as 
well as fun playing. Open to everyone. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER CLUB: Practice skills and drills, 
and learn indoor soccer. All levels, coaching ·provided. 
Meets every Tuesday, Catholic Community Center, 
from 7:30-9:30 p.rn . 
MEN'S SQUASH MATCH : vs . RahsonCollege, Tuesday, 
February 13, l<,ield House squash courts, at 7 p.m . First 
~ome match: will provide exciting g ames. Come cheer. 
The "notices" section appears in each issue of Th e 
New Hampshire. Please submit information to the 
Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union . 
EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT 
IFYOU HAVE 
• The willingness to work hard 
. •A Strong desire to succeed 
IF YOU ENJOY· 
•A fast paced environment, exciting 
and dynamic people ... 
A CAREER WITH STAR. PROVIDES 
• An Excellent Starting Salary 
• A Profit Sharin~ Program 
• And Many Other Benet its 
PLUS MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
•Great qn the job training with 
Star's management team. 
JOIN STAR MARKET 
...;.~1111 ... ":sTAR WILL BE ON CAMPUS 
If you are unable to see us on 
campus forward ·resume to : 
Personnel Manager 
Star Market Company 
625 Mt. Auburn Street 
Cambrldg~, MA. 02138 
stage where you ask yourself, 
'Why aren't I somewhere else? 
Why am I in San Diego?'" 
"And I don't regret coming 
here, -because you learn 
something everywhere you go," 
Taber said. -
David Pletz, who wants to ex-
tend his stay ' at UNH through 
next semester, particularly en-
joys the culture and sense of 
history in New England. 
"That was another culture 
shock, the background here," 
said Pletz. "Seeing houses built 
in the 1600.'s, and in Boston seeing 
statues from the Revolutionary 
War and the Boston Tea Party, 
I've never seen anything like it." 
Pletz also likes the freedom of 
being away from home. 
"Nobody knows who you are or 
what you're like," he said. "It's 
like a new start. And if it gets 
real bad here I £an think, hell, 
I'm leaving in \ four months 
anyway. But I don't go around 
making an ass of myself. At least 
I try not to." 
One of the more shocking 
aspects of UNH life for the' 
Californians is the amount of 
drinking that goes on here. 
''The first night I ·was here last 
· month I went drinking at a bar 
with some friends," said Randy 
Parsons, a junior art major from 
San Diego State. 
"It was a shock. For one thing, ,, 
the drinking age in California is 
21. Here, it's really college orien- , 
ted and all, and everyone got 
really wasted. 
''Out there, you really get in 
trouble if you get wasted at the 
bars," she said. 
Parsons said that instead of 
drinking, pot smoking is more 
widespread among college 
students·. 
"Pot is just more accepted 
there. Nobody smokes here, and I 
just don't know why they don't 
get stoned. It's cheaper than 
drinking and it's a better high," 
she said. 
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I G Multi-Page Reports ! ·Opy Curriculum Materials 
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the Office of Student Activities 
··"D~ET & -NUTR1T'10N 11 
Mon., Feh. 19, 8 p.m. 
Senate-Merrimack ·Rm . 
Pam Reiney, Dietician 
Representative,UNH Food Cooperative 
Manager, local .s.ug_ermarket 
This panel will address what to look 
for, how to buy, additives, food 
labeling and understanding of 
nutritional content, meat and pro-
duce, comparative shopping and 
alte~natives to traditional markets . 
-"BANKING" 
Mon., Feb. 26, 8 p.m . 
Senate-Merrimack Rm. 
R-on Manning, t1anager, Durham Trust 
Company 
Gary Lund, Durham Trust Comoany 
Personal Accountar.t 
This panel will examine different 
kinds of accounts, how to qet and 
k.eep-credit, credit r:>itfalls, loans 
and lending, and personal financial 
manaqement. 
-"HEALTH'' 
i·lo n . , Ma re h 5 , 8 p . m . , 
Senate-Merrimack Rm. 
·Dr. Peter Patterson, physician, 
Hood House 
Dave Regan. Assistant to the 
· Director of Health Services 
Jane Say, Pharmacist 
Maynard .Jackson, Dentist 
Bu~t Hardr, ~ounseli~g p~ychologist 
This pane will provide information 
on selecting .heal th services and · 
professipnals. The panel w~ll 
specifically address generic druas 
choosing a therapist, and types of' 
dentistry. .. · 
Program free and open to the public 
All workshops held in Memo~ial Union Building 




continued from page 6 
reason pot smoking isn't as 
common here is because of the 
"underlying conservatism" of 
New Hampshire people. , 
"Like I saw a marijuana pam-
pnlet the other day it was like the 
stuff they wrote in the '60's in 
California. I sent ·it back to my 
friends so they could laugh at it," 
he said. 
Stanley Price, a 30 year old 
senior business major from Chico 
State, said he was shocked by the 
amount of drinking at UNH. 
"A line to get into the bars? 
That's incredible," said Price. 
He was not so shocked, 
however, when he learned from a 
Durham policeman that Durham 
leads the country in alcohol 
related crimes. 
Another difference is the 
lifestyles of the two states is 
sexual mores. 
"Yes, it's true. The girls are a 
little more loose in California," 
said Pletz. "The girls here are 
more conservative." 
"That's one thing that's really 
bummed me out lately," said 
Perri Knopp. "In California you 
can _get an instant relationship. 
Here you have to work to get a 
friend. It's a different process." 
"In California, if you want it, 
you can get it anywhere you go," 
said Joan Taber. "It's so ac-
cessible. 
"At San Diego my freshman 
year, out of 100 girls, maybe 45 to 
50 would be virgins. By the end of 
first semester maybe ten to 15, 
and by the end of the year 
nobody. 
"But here it's different, it's 
tighter, and I'm like so far down 
Fiberal compared to The 
Special offer letters 
All.ow 4-6 wks. Del. 
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other girls here. It's really fun- Englandt·rs have oft heir state. 
ny," she said. "The quest ions J.wople ask me 
"In California, sex is just more are really funny... said Pletz. 
accepted. It's like, if you enjoy it, ''Like, 'Where's your sun tan? 
you might as well do it," said Have you ever seen snow before? 
Taber. Do you live on the beach? and it's 
PAGE SEVEN 
Although Taber feels that UNH like they think nobody works in 
men are friendlier than the California.' " 
women, she hasn't been im- "Someone asked me if all Portsmouth, Lakeport and Wolfeboro, N.H. 
pressed by all of the male studen- people in San Fransisco are · 
ts she has met. homosexuals,' '. said Taber. "And and Hingham, Mass~ 
"Like the Acacia fraternity-- they asked if they're all radicals 
they think they're God's gift to in Berkely." 
_ women. But I think they're a To me, that shows how diverse 
bunch of clods. the country is," Taber said. 
• "And the girls swoon to all "Because reallv. New Hamo-
those football players. The foot- shire and California are life dif-
ball players I've met are really ferent countries." 
stupid. And stuck up. They think "I wish everybody could do 
Winter Clearance 
Savings up to 
SO percent 
- they're doing you a favor if they what I've done--to see the dif- Open: 
remember your name," Taber ference. Especially people who Mon-Fri 9:30 
said. are sheltered. To get a change-- VISA 
Some of the Californians are that's so important for growing Saturday 9:30-5:30 · Mastercharge 
amused by the iwage New up," she said. Sunday 1 :00-6:00 
~~:s:s:~::s:s:s::1:::1::::c::::ci::::::c:::c::::::::::::::s:::::::::::::::::::::c:i:::s::r::1::::::1~iilbOC~~ ..----~-~--o--o-0_0_0_0_0_0t_o_'OC_coc __ ~...;.· ____ o_c~G~G-= __ c_C<i...;;;.;i<=~~-~--...... 
STILL '" PLAY RACQUETBALL., 
a great selection of 
FELT-LINER BOOTS 
• Men's & Women's Sorel 
Canadian Boots 
• Snow-mobile Boots 
• All-rubber Canadian-Type Boots 
As Always- Discount Priced 
RED' 
BROADWAY 
new * 4 regulation size courts 
• rental racquets available 
*Student Rate: 
just $5.00 per hour per 
court on a court ayailable · 
basis (call ahead -to see 
if there are open courts) 
Great Bay Racquet-Rt. 108, Exeter Rd. 
Newmarket, N.H. 
778-7602 659-3151, I __J 
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HAPPY VALENTINES DAY 
fr_om the 
DmllaliaSMpplDa C...- • J>mlmla,N.B. 
161-7363 
Men's & Women's hairst 
Corson and the Caucus: a natural 
CORSON 
continued from page 3 
"After a while I became inter-
ested in it, and even helped to 
draw up several important pro-
posals during my first semester 
of participation," he says. 
Last fall , when Randy Schroe-
der vacated the Caucus chair-
man's seat to replace Peter Tan-
dy as student body president, 
Corson decided to run for the pos-
ition. 
"Lots of people wanted me to 
run , but I didn 't want to," Corson 
says. "They kept trying to con-
vince me, and they finally suc-
ceeded.'' 
Corson defeated Randy Walker 
and Jim Donnelly for the seat in 
last September's election. 
Corson may now be one of the 
most powerful student 
organization leaders on campus. 
"I think this could be one of the 
biggest years in Student Govern-
ment ever." he savs. 
Corson 'says S~tudent Caucus 
has been "too administration-
oriented in the past. 
I 
"Student Government has to 
become more student-oriented. 
· We've got to be more autonomous 
and less an underling of the Of-
fice of Student Affairs," he says. 
Corson intends to make pro-
gress in Student Government 
with "closer interaction with the 
faculty--since student-faculty in-
teraction is probably the most 
important relationship on cam-
pus.'' 
Hearings on the proposed 1979-80 Budgets of TIIE GRANITE and S.V.T.N. will be 
discµssed in Room 42 Hamilton Smith, Thursday, February 15 at 7:30 p.m. 
Corson's abilities as a worker 
and leader have been fine-tuned 
after three summers of military 
training. He has completed 
Marine.Officer Candidate School 
( OCS) and is due to be commis-
sioned as an officer in June. 
The budget hearings are open to the entire student body due to student funding 
of these organizations through the S.A. T. tax 
Corson describes the trammg 
school as a program that was 
designed "to separate the men 
from the boys:'' 
SVTN 








6. Capital Equipment 
7. Production Expense 
8. Engineering & Repair 
9. Program Entertainment* 
10. Publicity 




1. Student Activity Tax 






















































(a) Insurance - The originally proposed figure was $350.00, giving us par-
tial coverage. BOB decided full coverage was warranted, in light of the 
value of some of the equipment, and so the figure is now $450.00 
(b) Program Entertainment - BOB passed the motion making this line 
item subject to BOB approval, and consequently this has an asterisk. 
(c) A.S.O_. - Part of this figure is the ASO 2% service charge, which was 
· increased by $3.00 to reflect the increase in the Insurance. . 
(d) Asterisks indicate the need for BOB approval before any expenditures 
under these line items can be made. 
• 
lS 
Is now accepting poetry and 
fiction for the Sµri11g issue 
DEADLINE for submissions is march s 
Brzng your work to: The Student Press, 
R."m. is3, M. U. B. 




THE GRANITE "It was tough," he says of his three summers spent at OCS. 
Income 
Proposed Budget 2/6/79 -
Budget Item 
901.Senior Photo Commission 
902 Student Acvitity Tax 
903 Reserves 
904 Yearbook Sales 
905 Investment Income 




200 ASO Handling Charge 
300 Insurance 






602 ---Business Manager 
603 ---Production Editor 
604 ---Photography Editor 
605 ---Senior Section Editor 
606---Literary Editor 
607 ---Photography Staff 
608 ---Literary Staff 
609 ---General Staff 


















































































When OCS wasn't in session, 
Corson worked as a cook for Pir-
ate's Cove Restaurant at Rye 
Beach. He says he learned his 
cooking skills working as a short 
order cook for Phillips-E"xeter 
Academy while going to Exeter 
11:~h 
.lU!:;tJ. 
After his high school 
graduation, Corson enrolled at 
UNH as a business adminis-
tration major, and ran varsity 
track for the University. "I ran 
the 600, the 880 and the mile re-
lay," he says, "but I wasn't very 
good ... 
In his sophomore year, Corson 
transferred to the College of 
Liberal Arts from the Whit-
more School. "I joined the debate 
team and tried my hand ic dorm 
government as a secretary for 
Gibbs Hall," he says. The fol-
lowing year he became involved 
with Student Government. 
Listed now as a history major. 
**Position create ... .:is of May I, 1979 
Corson is also considering a 
minor in English. "I think history 
and English will give me q good 
background for law," he says. 
''After graduation I plan to either 
enter law school or join the 
Marines." 
'l 
I 1·--·-·-·-.. --.. - .. --., -I LIVE-IN TUTOR I 
i Required for academic instructor of c 
~ two boys, age 7 & 9. Skiing available I i : _ too. College student will be O.K. I 
· 1 For information call Maria Meyer .j 
L.-.. - .. ~~~~.7=.~~·-·-·.J 
"' ]j 
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"IN 50 YEARS WHEN PEOPLE WANT 
TO KNOW WHAT A ROCK CONCERT WAS 
LIKE, THEY'LL REFER TO THIS MOVIE" 
The Village Voice 
"CONGRATULATIONS GRATEFUL DEAD 
YOU'VE CREATED A MASTERPIECE" 
LOU O'NEILL 
NY POST 
"I GIVE IT JVz GUITARS" 
ERNIE LEO GRANDE . 
NY DAILY NEWS 
"BEST ROCK 'N ROLL FILM TO DATE" 
BILL GRAHAM -g 
~~~~~.,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
a:: 
~''See it in Bie: 35mm'' 
-· ~ - -· -~ --- - - -- -- --- -.:. - - - - - _, 
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Pre-school thrives 
book loft arfown & campus 
Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
NURSERY 
continued from page 2 
children make with various sized 
cookie cutters teach about sizes, 
· Cheney says. 
As the group begins to leave for 
their outdoor play Cheney 
discovers the back door has 
frozen shut. · 
"Guess what happened?" 
Caron asks the children as they 
wait. She explains the door froze 
as the children listen attentively. 
Eventually Heather, swaddled 
in a green fake fur snowsuit, 
.decides she is hot. Soon a dozen 
children bundled from head to toe 
whine, "I'm hot. It's hot in here." 
Instead of panicking Caron 
responsd, "We're hot now, but 
how will we feel when we 're out-
side?" 
"COLD!" Becky shouts, and 
they forget what they were 
whining about mfoutes before. 
Still in their painting smocks, 
Timothy and Eric continue to run 
over weebles in the corner while 
everyone else is getting ready to 
go out. "Timothy and Eric, it's 
11: 00 now. You can choose to go 
outside or to go read books in the 
quiet room," Caron tells them. 
They head for the quiet room as 
Cheney pushes open the jammed 
door and comes flying through 
accompanied by Max, a giant 
golden retriever . 
"We've been lucky. We have 
the best staff available," says 
/ Assistant Professor of Home 
Economics Larry Hansen. "The 
teachers feel good about the work 
they're doing. It's a very caring 
place. Debra is our head te~cher 
. and she's the best." 
The closed circuit TV cameras 
and sturlPnt teachc.·!:' in the cot-
tage indicate that this is not an 
ordinary nursery school . 
Home economics classes are 
regular visitors as they come in 
and observe the children. Some 
students design toys for them to 
use, others spend a semester 
student teaching. Cheney says 
other departments such as 
psychology, speech and com-











As seen on Midnight Special 
Travis & Shook 
wl Kendell Kardt 
coming soon 
McCaslin & Ringer 
The research doesn't have 
much effect on the children 
Cheney says. Cheney, Caron and 
their student teacher give the 
cl1ildren stability. And Cheney 
adds as the semester gets under-
way the children become 
familiar with many members of 
the observing cl<:issPs . 
Saturday 9-5 and Sunday 1 ·i-5 
MEMOREX ·. Package of 390-min $6 49 MRX3 Oxide Cassettes · 
IJ;lllSC'n S:lirl lhf' C::1H1 p . 111! · .ll' i J 
semester by the children- s par-
ents barely covers ovprhead. The 
rest or the· ~cl111t1I ·:-- l111 .1d::- curnc 
through the instructional budget 
of Home Economics. "It's a 
natural setting for research," he 
says. 
SCOTCH: Package of 3 90-min highlander cas~ettes $4.34 
·Heather seems oblivious to all 
the research and planning, 
however, as she lets out a hair 
raising :-.cream and heads down 
the hill on her sled. 
plus good prices on other lengths & qualities 
of cassettes including MAXELL SCOTCH 
MASTER I & II. Case prices available , 
CHECK OUT OUR RECORD ACCESSORIES 
EARN OVER $650 A MONTH 
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR 
SENIOR YEAR. 
If you're a junior or senior 
majoring in sciences like 
math, physics or engineering, 
the Navy has a program you 
should know about. 
It's called the Nuclear 
Propulsion Officer Candidate-
Collegiate Program 
(NUPOC-C for short) and if 
you qualify, you can earn as 
much as $650 a month right 
through your senior year. 
Then after 16 weeks of 
Officer Candidate School, 
you'll get an additional year 
of advanced technical 
education. This would cost 
thousands in a civilian school, 
but in the Navy, we pay you. 
It isn't easy. There are 
fewer than 400 openings and 
only one of every six 
applicants will be selected. 
But if you make it, you'll 
have unequaled hands-on 
responsibility, a $24,000 
·salary in four years, and gilt-
edged qualifications for jobs 
both in the Navy and out. 
Ask your placement 
officer to set up an interview 
with a Navy representative 
when he visits the campus, 
or contact your Navy 
representative at 800-841-8000, 
orsendinthecoupon.The 
NUPOC-C Program. Not 
only can it help you ~omplete 
college. It can be the start of 
an exciting career. 
,--------------.. I NAVY OPPORTUNITY 8637 I INFORMATION CENTER I P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803 I 
I Yes, I'd like more information on I the NUPOC-C Program ( ~0) .-
1 Name .. ,.'"' I r ,. t Pleuse Pran t l l.ast I Address I 
I c~ I 
- State Zip·-----
1 Age tCollege/University I 
I iGraduation Date ~rade Point I 
I· AMajor/Minor I 
I Phone Num~r CNP 2/8 IA.-•Cod e• , I ... _____________ _. 
NAVY OFFICERS 
GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST. 
l - ~- -- - --- -
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The Newmarlwl U.egional Health Cente,. 
Announc<'s its J<elocation to 14 E/111St1'<'<'1 
- Ne,vma1·l<<'l. N.Jl. --
Medical Servicffi Provided bv Dr. Sarah Oxnard 
and Mr. Miehael Lewi~, Physician's Assist.ant 
65U-3106 or l -B00-582-7'27U 
Senior Citizen Transport at ion Servic<\ 
6!19-24'24 
Info-Center. Roclzingham County l11.J11nnution 
and Referral Sen·ice 
. . C( HAIRR;.~8 
HAIR · ':J 
CARE UMII EOD 










Th. & F'ri Eve 
'till 8 
~--~-·-··-·--·-----'411191•-n-----, I . FRANKLIN I / Icelandic's 
THEATER 
Tues 6:30& 8:40 
THE ORIGINAL . 





Wed-Thurs 6:30 & 8:30 
Burt ~eynolds 
. J 
Feb 14-15 I 
"SmokeY and the 
Bandit'' 
I 
I , _ 
I 
i 
Fri-Sun _6:30 & 9:05 Feb 16-18 I 
- I 
"111E GRA1EFUL I 
DEAD FILM" I 
-COMING ...... . 
I 
I 
I - A new Russian Movie I 
I 
I I "Slave of Love" 
Big Bargain to Europe 
Just Got Bigger. 
Introducing Wide-Body DC-10 Service 
to the Heart of Europe. s199 Round trip. 
----------------~ 
For more information see your travel agent. Or write Dept. I 
• 7'f!C-396lcelandic Airlines, P.O. Box 105, West Hempstead, NY I 
I 11552. Or call toll free. In New York City, 757-8585; in New 
'I York State, (800) 442-5910; elsewhere, (800) 223-5080. I 
I NAME I 
: ADDRESS : 
., CITY I STATE ZIP ' I 
: . /CELAND/C iA!JJ!,cELANDAJR : 
------------------- L------------~------J ~~~~~~~~~··--~llllmi--1 you've lost any of the following, 
THIS IS UNIVERSITY INFORMATION 
Cl LLING YOll 1 -
-
1 decor a tor rock 
35 hats 
key_s and key chains 
please check out lost and found at 
University Information, 
in the Memorial Union 
1 apron 
,, 4 belts 
2 clock radios 
. 1 clog 
1 pair of pants 
1 purse 
1 pair of pants 
1 pair of sandals 
10 scarves 
4sweaters 
1 thermos bottle 
1 umbrella 
32 unmatched mittens and gloves 
3 unmatched soc.ks 
various notebooks and books 
2 electronic calculators 
1 camera case 
20 pairs of glasses 
assorted jewelry 
38.pairs of mittens and gJov~s 
862-2600 
Please inqui~e about lest watches, jewelry, 





. continued from page 3 
We put in the -best articles sub-
mitted to us so we can keep Aegis 
a high quality magazine." 
After the meeting Sanders said, 
"I don't think this will affect the 
quality of the magazine much 
because the number of graduate 
students we have been using has 
decreased. There were on~y two 
in the last issue.'' 
The Student Caucus also voted 
to amend the list of excusable ab-
sences rule 10.13 of the student 
rules to include "adverse 
weather conditions" . The motion 
passed unanimously. 
Deborah Baker was tentatively 
appointed the new Treasurer and 
Robert Coates was appointed 
parilamentarian to handle all 
procedure disputes. 
Later in the meeting, the UNH-
Durham Fire Dept. gave an hour 
long presentation on the 
inadequacies of the present fire 
station. 
Fire Chief John Greenwalt said 
"This fire station was built in 1939 
and since 1965 the National Board 
of Firefighters has been recom-
mending improvements. " 
- Greenwalt explained that during 
the winter months 10 fire service 
vehicles are stored in Lee, 
making them unavailable in 
emergencies. Durham's second 
ambulance is also stored in Lee. 
Lt. Don Bliss of the fire depart-
me{lt explained that what is 
most needed in the new fire 
station is more classroom space 
for training and meetings, more 
storage space for equipment, and 
more office space. Bliss showed 
slides of the cramped quarters 
which house the fire department 
now. 
In other caucus action a 
motion was passed ~o print the 
budgets of student organizations 
in The New Hampshire in the 
spring ·rather than by the Feb. 26 





continued from page 4 
to get ·bolstered u·p,'' he said. 
'~A student who cut a lot wouldn't 
get that special consideration.'' 
·cutting may or may not affect 
a student's grade in Professor 
Herbert Tischler's geology class, 
but he said the students who miss 
often, "probably don't learn any-
thing." And even though he rarely 
takes attendance, Tischler said 
he usually has a good sense of 
who's there and who's not. 
And Tischler said, cutting is 
"circular", affecting the professor 
often as much as the student. 
"I know every lecture isn't a 
sparkling lectµre, but I don't . 
con~ider any time spent in class 
as wasted,'' he said. · 
History Department Chairman 
Charles Clark said trying to teach 
a class where many students are 
missing is like "trying to play 
to an empty theater. How can 
it help but affect the professor?" 
he said. 
"I expect my students. to be 
there an<;i I'm disappointed w'hen 
. they're not," Clark said. "But, 
it usually shows in their work." 
Yamamoto said when he notices 
students are cutting his class it 
causes him to reflect on his teach-
ing. . I 
~·f think tqat I might be doing 
something wrong,'' he said. ,"If 
it became a big, big issue in one 
of my classes I should take it as 
sort of a reflection on myself,'' 
he added. 
When many students cut a class 
it can tell a professor something · 
about his lecturing, but more often 
t)lan not, Yamamoto said a stu-
dent who cuts is saying something . 
abou~ himself. 
"It's not a hard and fast rule, 
but attendance is a good general 
indicator of a student's motiva-
tion," he said. "A ·student who 
misses a lot ~ cl!1sses shows a 
lack of interes_~ a~ concern. 
Cutting class. Its neither con-
doned or condemned by most 
UNH professors, as long as it isn't 
disrupting the class in any way. 
Martin said, "I demand at-
tendance in some of my classes, 
but in some ways I understand 
when students cut, because I cut 
when I was in college. 
"That was," he added, "only 
until someone figured out for me 
how much I was paying per lec-
ture.'' 
-1~ .J f"\ 
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RECORD SALE Lnh 
$ 
. RECORD SALE 
RECORD SALE 
POPULAR JAZZ 
FOLK AND ROCK 
CLASSICAL 
'RECORDS 
VALUE: $5.00 & UP NOW AT .S1.98 
UNl:i BOOKSTORE A~~·~~ 
HEWIH HALL 2-2141 
A University owned non-profit facility located on 
campus-to serve you. 
Portsmouth's 
GR.EA YEST DINING SUPRISE! 
Hearty Portions of Fine Food Prepured with a Gourmet 
Toui;h and served in a Warm ·and Friendly Atmosphere. 
Serving 1} :30 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily 
LOUNGE OPEN 'TIL 1 A.M. 
Pizza & Sandwiches served in the Lounge 'till 10 p.m. 
O~·erlookinq Portsmouth's Scenic Waterfront 
The Seacoast's Sport Center 
22 Deer Street 431-5797 Portsmouth 
(Take Market Street Exit off Interstate 95) 
I 
.t********************************-
: . Need a roommate- ~ 
~ ~ Something to talk to?~ ! · 
~ ~(( ~ 
* * ~ How about a 
1 
,, 
~Foliage Plant ' Flowering Potted Plant! 
~ \ Hanging BasRet Cactus ~ 
~~ . ~ 
* ~~ * 
·~ Judd Farm ~ 
* ~ Rte125 @\ * * * ~ _ ~ Epping, N.~. , , ~· · 
:Jt (one mile South of intersection 1~ &~) :Jt 
* c[J No cut flowers * * J * * I * 
~ . Open Tues-Sun, 9-5 / * 
* 679-8600 ~ 
~******************************~ 
-•••••••••, ............................ _.NII 
·WHAT ARE YOUR 
SPRING VACATION 
PLANS?? 
You'd better make them quickly 
as the vacation is only 
3 weeks aivay! 
Why not go to Sunny FLORIDA? 
or BERMUDA with 
GARBER TRAVEL AGENCY-
Low c·osts, special package trips 
(Accomodations also available if you 
provide your own1 transportation) 
CONTACT: CarcieSnyder 





7 P.M. Tuesday and Wednesday 
. February 20 & 21 
1st & 2nd place prizes ! 







•starting salary up to $13,500; 
increases to $22,000 in 4 years 
• 30 days paid vacation 
annually . 
• fully financed graduate pro· 
grams 
• superior family health plan 
• more responsibility and lead· 
ership opportunities 
• world wide travel and 
adventure 




• NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
• AVIATION • IAW • NURSING 
• MEDICAL SCHOOL 
SCHOLARSIDPS 
• INTELLIGENCE 
• CIVIL ENGINEERING 
• SIDPBOARD OPERATIONS 
Ask your Placement Officer to set up an interview with a Navy 
representative when he visits the campus on: 
FEBRUARY 27, 1979 
or contact your Navy representative at (617)223-6216 Collect. 
( 
NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS 
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editorial-----
DRAC charges deser~e attention 
The Dining and Residence Advisory Council 
(DRAC) may be on to something. 
The student group, which serves in an advisory 
capacity to the Office of Residential Life, has un-
covered what it thinks are unf.1ir charges being 
levied on resident students by UNH'c; ·Physical 
Plant Operations an<l Maintenance department. 
The committee has found that resident students 
are paying about $50,000 in lan-dscaping charges 
for work done around the dormitories. But 
DRAC, saying that all sfudents--not,just residents-
-benefit from the beauty of the campus, thinks 
residents shouldn't have to foot the entirP hill. 
PPO&M about $110,000 a year. 
Students already pay such a charge with their 
tuition, Livermore says, and residents are 
therefore being double charged by the PPO&M 
fee. 
PPO&M says its administrative charge is 
separate from the University's. Livermore couff 
ters by saying he understands that PPO&M itself 
pays yet another administrative charge back to the 
University--so students are in fact being double 
charged. . 
DRAC is upset enough about the issue to make 
a recommendation that residential life not pay the 
PPO&M bill until it's cleared up. ' 
Director of Residential Life David Bianco, how-
ever, does not seem as interested in the alleged 
unfair charges. DRACs report has been sitting 
on his desk since Tuesday. PPO&M hasn't seen it, 
Vice President of Student Affairs Richard Stevens 
hasn't seen it, and Bianco's , J;>een unavailable for 
comment. 
It's tough• to support the committee on that 
point, because we can't see how a student living in 
Newmarket will benefit from a nice lawn at the 
mini dorms. But it is true that there is some 
problem here. 
The issue is a complicated one, but one thing is 
clear: the system, as it works now, does not make 
sense. 
Despite Bianco's apparent inaction on the 
,,.. DRAC report, the issue is one that demands 
seri ous--and immedia te--considera ti on. 
URAL, according to its chairman, · David 
Li~nmore has found that PPO&M divides the 
campus iftto four areas when determining the land-
scaping bill for resident stude.Ats. The students are 
charged for the landscaping costs in their area 
figured into the square footage of their dorm. 
The result , l .iwrmorc explained, is that "the 
charge for Stoke is extremely high, though there 
is very little l~nd a~ound it.'' 
Passing some of the charges on to all students 
may be one solution. Splitting it up between 
residents more fairly may be another. The issue 
needs discussion and consideration. 
It's worth noting that it took a student commit-
t~e to point- out these problems--and that the 
DRAC report has been languishing on Bianco's 
desk a full week. · 
DRAC is not talking a~out a few dollars. The 
group claims resident students are being charged 
as much as $160,000 more than they should have to 
pay. That's enough to lower room rates con-
siderably--or prevent another price hike. 
The system does appear to be a screwy one. 
And, though Livermore said DRAC has no con-
crete proposals to correct it, he said the committee 
is "requesting that some more equitable form 
We urge Bianco and PPO&M to get together 
with DRAC and discuss ' the issue. It may have 
_ taken students to find the problem, but it is only 
with the administration's cooperation that the 
problem can be solved. 
The unfair charges, DRAC says, come in two 





second complaint lies 





To the Editor: 
I must commend you. Though I us-
ually skip the -comics, you caught me 
off guard on Friday. How was I to 
know that what is usually the editorial 
page, had been -converted to the funny 
pages? 
I refer to the two staff editorials 
which -appeared in Friday's issue of 
The New Hampshire. I imagine that I 
was supposed to read ''The letter 
writers revealed" and chuckle. (I 
didn't.) Excuse me if I misconstrued 
your intentions, but I took the liberty ' 
of taking it one step further, and read 
the editorial on the opposite page en-
titled "Pursuing the truth" and then I 





I did get the real joke, didn't l"! !<'or 
on page 12, you speak of the wonderful 
"scrutiny and awareness" which we 
have inherited from the 60S. You tell us 
how important it is that "this informa-
tion get out:'' We read further thai 
"Students in the 60s confronted tfie 
issues of their day head on. And though 
the issues have changed, their lesson 
remains: it is only through awareness 
that we can preserve our basic 
rights." . 
. · Yet, on page 13 we get a different 
story. For here, those with "issues" 
and "information" are ridiculed and 
insulted. I believe the comments here 
are directed to the DWHE controver-
sy. And then it is no wonder that these 
issues are ridiculed. After all, who 
takes welfare women seriously? 
Somehow I do not see the humor in 
joking about brand new IBM~Selectric 
typewriters. OBM Selectrics are not a 
fringe benefit of receiving a welfare 
check.) 
I can see that once again I have 
joined the ranks of the "letter 
writers.'' I am not embarrassed to join 
the ranks of those who are out here. 
beyond the "confines 01 tne MUB. i 
have done my best to offer you some 
"thoughtful comments.·· though I 
might add -that I will not be "re-
.strained:;, Were the questioners of the 
60s restrained'! 
Joel Brown, I fear for you. I fear that 
somewhere in Manchester William 
Loeb is applauding you. I hope that 
you will reconsider the direction of 
your ridicule in the future. 
Anne M. Caputi 
Mark Lane 
To the Editor: 
· Obviously some of the people who 
attended the Mark Lane lecture on 
Tuesday were more interested in Mark 
Lane's underwear than they were in 



















Editorial Assistant Ginny Maytum 
Staff Reporters Beth Albert 
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Lee · unsaker 
Mike Kelly 











Mory Lou Pitts 
Joan Roeber 
David Wyman 
Productions Associate Karer Freedman 
Advertising Associates Jim Carle ~ 
Ad-
nets 
clear that either they did not listen 
at all or thev knew before the lecture 
began just how they would feel when 
they walked out of the room: Any one 
who really listened would have come 
away at least wondering and question-
ing both sides rather than accusing 
Lane of some of the outrageous things 
that he has been accused of. At least 
two of the letters that I saw in Friday's 
paper could have come straight from 
the editorial pages of the ManchesJer 
Union Liar. 
When Dick Gregory spoke earlier 
this year the tragedy at Guyana had 
just occurred. Gregory said that lw 
really didn't know what to think of the 
whole affair but he pleaded with us to 
read as much as we could and to be 
aware of just how the media dealt with 
the tragedy. 
My deep respect for this man lead 
me to do just that for the next few 
months. I read anything that I could 
mia and what I saw was chaos. The 
press coverage was filled with contra-
~William Loeb. I am tired of these .flag 
wavers who stand behind the flag to 
the death but at the same time stand in 
front of (and obscure) the real symbol 
of what this country ought to and can 
be the United States Constitution. 
Mark Lane presented a clear picture 
of what he had seen at Jonestown it 
was neither vague or fragmentary. 
And to the woman who said he'treated 





dictions more and more all the time To the Editor: 
and then one day in the back of the On Feb. 1 the UNH Women's Center 
Boston Globe I came. upon a 2"x2" reached a consensus to Sl,J.pport DWHE 
clipping that stated that spokesmen in their present controversy_ concern-
for the government of Guyana had ing parallel offices in Durham. This 
said that most of the residents at decision was reached following two 
Jonestown bad been murdered. In all separate-discussions with members of 
the reading that I had done I had not the DWHE organization and with Bar-
s.een this report and here it was in one bara Dusek. There are several factors 
of the most obscure places imagin- which lead us to our final decision. 
able. I was incensed. What kind of 
1 
The UNH Women's Center is a 
journalism do we have in this country? collective organization made up of 
Why is it that when we rave about free- nine active members. In past years 
.dom of the press we never (or hardly t~e Women's Center have supported 
ever) hear about the work of people and affiliatedWith DWHE for their 
like Dick Gregory or Ralph Nader or early efforts to reach the women of the 
Mark Lal'le? · seacoast area without funding and for 
When seen in this light I begin to un- giving the Women's Center their 
derstand the frustration that Mark original space on campus. 
Lane showed toward the end of the As a collective we feel we under-
evening. The questions that he asked stand the collective process but see B. 
of us were not only pertinent but abso- Dusek, p~rhaps unknowingly, has 
lutely necessary why wasn't the cover- misused the power written in her con-
age of the incidents at Jonestown more tract. Like other Title XX programs, 
complete? Why was Lane's visit con- DWHE organized on a cooperative 
demned by so many people, including basis while under the.. hierarchal struc-
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Accounts Manager Steve D"Alonzo 
Billing Secretory Dione Gordon 
about letters 
The Ne1t· Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and 
prints them as space allO\\'S. but cannot guarantee the inclusion <»f am· 
ll't t('I". . 
All letters must be typed. double spaced and a maximum of ;)O{) \\Ords in 
ord(•r to be printed. All ll'tters arl' subject to minor cditin<1. Final decision 
on ll'ttl'rs arl' the l'ditor's. _ b 
l\lail letters to: T~e I<:ditor. Th<' Ne1r Hampshire. H.oom J;)l, Memorial 
Union Building. UNlL Durham. ~.Ii. o:l824 . , .. , f I 
DWHE functioned tor five years 
without an~· support from the ·wHE 
organization being questioned now 
seems inappropriate. We feel the 
WHE or~anizalion betrayed DWHE by 
first agreeing to their separating from 
Tille XX without estaiJlishing a 
parallel office in Durham but in reality 
their placing Barbara Dusek in a 
separate office has done just that. 
DWHE has suffered from incidents 
stemming from Barbara Dusek's act -
ing in<.'ornpetently and WHE offices 
have not recognized any complaints 
from the DWHE office. Giv~n the 
power lo hire B. Dusek we feel it is un-
fair that DWHE couldn't relinquish 
her from her acli ve dut ics. Who knows 
betto'r or a directorship. the women of 
the organization who interviewed and 
elected to work with her. or the 
regional directiors of WHE'? We 
believe the members of DWHE were 
bctll'r qualified to decide. 
At the present time there are two of-
fices for women in higher education on 
campus: DWHE and WHK We feel 
this is a significant waste of individual 
energy and is contributing lo com-
petition between the two 
organizations. This is a blatant display 
of women being split by the 
manipulation inherent in bureaucratic 
strudures. Herc are two organizations 
whose purpose is to support women yet, 
the struggle between them has caused 
antagonism between Barbara Dusek 
and all of the women's groups cm cam-
pus. This has been done by forcing 
separate groups of women to make a 
decision as to who they support-. This 
uncomfortable position for all women 
we l'Pel results from Barbara Dusek ·s 
rl'fusal to rl'sign when asked I>~· 
UWHE. 
The Women's Ct•ntcr 
· Linda Dorman 
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"Be a Super Sweethedrt" 
at 
V alentinC Blood Drive 
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The New Hampshire 
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Frolll Elvis to Elvis, 
They're 'all just "Heroes of Rock 'n Roll" 
By Dennis Cauchan 
Last Friday night ABC pre-
sented the most definitive com-
prehensive, and enjoyable pro-
gram of rock 'n roll history to ap-
pear on television. 
Produced and directed by 
Malcolm Leo and Andrew Solt, 
Heroes of Rock 'n Roll is a 
musical documentary covering 
rock from its birth in 50s rhythm 
and blues to its present state with 
Bruce Springsteen singing 
"Rosalita ... 
The show consists of concert 
footage, press conferences with 
rock stars, clips from relevant 
movies, and newsreels of rock 
fans crying, rioting, fainting, and 
dancing. 
Heroes of Rock 'n Roll took 
special care in presenting the 
genesis of rock, rhythm and 
blues. The power and sincerity of 
Little Richard yelling "Good 
Golly Miss Molly" or Chuck 
Berry boogieing across the stage 
to "Sweet Little Sixteen" shows 
the force that moved so many of 
us. 
In one cut, Jerry Lee Lewis 
plays the piano with his hands, 
his feet, and all the energy he can 
muster, jumping on top of the 
piano just beyond the reach of 
crazea teenagers dancing to "A 
Whole·Lotta Shakin' Going On." 
The King of Rock, Elvis, is 
covered a bit longer than appro-
priate, possibly due to an Elvis 
Presely movie which appeared 
Sunday on the same network, but 
concert footage with Elvis' 
swinging hips contrasts nicely 
with the tamer clips from his 
movies. 
The narrator, Jeff Bridges, 
guides us through the comatose 
state of rock after Elvis went in 
the service. All-American marsh-
mallows like Pat Boone, J<"'abian, 
and Paul Anka sang romantic 
love songs to high school girls un-
til Phil Spector snapped rock to 
its feet with female soul ~rnups 
like the Ronnettes and the Vande- · 
Has. 
·An unmatched artifact o( rock 
history is a home movie of the 
Beatles playing the Cavern in 
Liverpool in 1961. 
Beatie intervjews, excerpts 
from A Hard Day's Night, 
their first appearance ori the Ed 
Sullivan show and shots of sob-
bing, fainting, hysterical Beatle-
maniacs make you wish the !<"'ab 
!<"'our could have stayed that lov-
able and cuddly forever (or -at 
least until you were old enough to 
experience the entirety of Beatle-
mania.) 
The show is mixed with film 
clips of people who believe rock 
'n roll is evil. A speaker repre-
senting the Alabama White Citi-
zens Council denounces this new 
"nigger music" for turning nor-
mal white kids into niggers and 
says it must be banned. Clips of 
an anti-rock propaganda ,movie 
are also shown, with teenagers 
listening to rock then attacking 
people with knives or playing 
chicken with cars. Rock doesn't 
have that type of effect, does it? 
A riot erupts in Germany when 
ah audience goes wild and 
destroys a concert hall over Bill 
Haley and the Comets' "Rockin 
around the Clock.'' 
The British Invasion ts repre-
sented with songs by Herman's 
Hermits, the Kinks, Peter and 
Gordon, The Dave Clark Five, 
etc ... (Does anyone remember the 
big musical question of 1965, 
"Who will be bigger: the Beatles 
or The Dave Clark 11'ive?") 
A good packet of Rolling Stones 
footage is incomplete without any 
cuts from the movie Gimme 
Shelter, but contains other inter-
esting footage. When Mick 
Jagger is asked at a news confer-
ence whether he has been more 
The first oriw winner in Division I of the snow sculpture con-
test, Pinocchio. is the handiwork of Alpha Xi Delta and Tau 
Kappa 1~ps11011. <Tom Leone photo> 
' fulfilled since his success he re-
plies, "Sexually or~ philisophi-
cally? He continues "Sexually 
yes, financially yes, philosophi-
cally still trying." (No satisfac-
tion?> · 
The number of words you can't 
say on television is cut from 
seven to six when 400,000 people 
at Woodstock respond to the fuck 
cheer. This is followed by Coun-
try Joe and the Fish's classic 
"The 1-Feel-Like-l'm-Fixin'-to-
Die llag.·• 
J im1 Hendrix performs "purple 
Haze" in a clip from Hendrix 
plays Berkely. Hendrix was 
known for his guitar, not his 
voice, and even though he does 
some mouth playing in this song, 
the movie contains superior ex-
amples of his guitar playing tal-
ent <i.e. Johnny B. Goode" and 
''The Star Spangled Banner''). 
The immense volume of classic 
rock film presented boggles the 
mind. The Who destroy their 
equipment after si_nging "My 
Generation"; David Bowie per-
forms "Ziggy Stardust"; Joni 
Mitchell plays at Big Sur; the 
Band does "The Night They 
Drove Old Dixie Down" in an out-
take from The Last Waltz; 
Buddy Holly sings "Peggy Sue" 
on the Ed Sullivan show; Otis 
Redding performs on the eve of 
his fatal plane crash. The list 
goes on and ~I!.: 
. ' . 
~ ~( 
The show is well edited, the 
narration unobtrl\sive, and the 
producers' judgement nearly 
flawless, but inevitably some 
important groups are omitted. 
The inexcusable omissions are 
the Allman Brothers, Creedence 
Clearwater Revival, Led Zep-
pelin, and Joan Baez. Some "bet-
ter have a good reason" omis-
sions are Cream, Moody Blues, 
· Procol Harem, and Rod Stewart. 
The show misses nothing in 
rock's first ten years, but two 
hours of material is crammed in-
to the final hour resulting in a less 
than thorough coverage of the 
1965-1970 period. The seventies 
are appropriately skimmed, since 
a lack of the perspective which 
time gives would have resulted in 
prejudiced selections. 
Next time the Heroes of 
Rock 'n Roll is. on, lock the 
doors, unhook the phone, ,board 
the dog, and sit down in front of 
the tube for an unforgettable trip 
through rock 'n rol1 history. 
The Beatles in one of their famous pre-tour photos taken at a 
Lo11dfl-t airuort in the 1960s. 
:-:·,~:·~~ ... < 
~ ~ , ....... 
A whaie of a snow sculpture by SAE: Leviathian dimensions and a maple sapling spout <Tom 
Leone photo) · 
Sn~w sculpture 
They pinned it on Pinocchio 
/ 
By Laura LockP. 
Amateur art critics may have 
ranked them with a six vear old's 
first fling with playdough. Par-
ents and students adventurous 
enough to risk the biting wind 
may have laughed them off as 
silly drunken gimics. And Walt 
himself probably turned over in 
his grave wishing that he had 
gone into the television repair 
business. 
But then again, Walt probably 
wouldn't have shoveled ice in ten 
below weather, despite the free 
kegs of beer. 
Compared to last year'~ overall 
showing, the 1979 snow sculpture 
contest was a dismal failure. 
Below-zero temperatures forced 
many dorms, fraternaties and 
sororities to abandon their sculp-
tures for cosier indoor festivities. 
But those contestants who 
braved the fierce cold succeeded 
in creating some finely detailed 
Disney reproductions. 
Alpha Xi Delta and Tau Kappa 
hi:~ counterpart, Jiminy Cricket. dows and biJlowing towers. 
The 15 foot high ice sculpture Unlike Christensel)'S prize 
beat out the contest 's other two winner, Smith's Castle resembles 
Pinocchio creations located at a sand sculpture at the end of a 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sawyer ~ummer afternoon--destroyed by 
Hall. < footsteps and the incoming tide. 
, Second place finishers SAE and Like Smith, Lambda Chi Alpha 
Chi Omega together disigned the bowed out early in the race, 
contest's most creative snow leaving a faceless male to sit in 
sculpture--Pinocchio jeering at a the cold alone. 
30-foot-long whale from the foot Six elves, representing six of 
of his boat. With the aid of a gar- the eight mini dorms, took second 
den hose, they succeedep in tran- prize, while Gibbs Ha11 told its 
sforming a leafless maple into own story with its recreation of 
the glazed spout of a whale. the water-pipe-smoking Cater-
Sawyer's whale is a crude piller in "Alice In Wonderland." 
imitatibn of the sculpture gracing Both sculptures were well done 
SAE's lawn. Sawyers Pinocchio, and nicely designed. 
recognizable solely by its three- Jessie Doe's Dragon, Sigma 
foot long nose, , lies between the Beta and Delta Zeta's Steamboat 
sharp teeth of the whale. The Willy, and Pi Kappa Alpha and 
sculpture better resembles a Alpha Chi Omega's Dumbo also 
scene from the movie Jaws II fared well in the competition, 
than the Walt Disney Cartoon. although little effort or time 
Cinderella's castle, · the winner \ __ of Divi,.'iion 11, 
place by Christensen Hall. <Tom Leone photo) 
. . ·. Epsilon captured first ,place in 
packed mto .. t1_ 1 ... D' ........ · 1r • 1 , t '·. l •• , h 
Christensen Hall's Cinderellas seemed to be put into any of 
Castle won first place in Division them. But of the losers, Alpha 
II, cotning out ahead of · The Tau Omega's sculpture best con-
Mini Dorms, · ~awyer, Gibbs, veyed the true spirit of the 1979 
Jessie Doe, and Smith. Christen- Winter Carnival. Next to an un-
sen 's castle is a beautifully touched pile of snow sits ATO's 
detailed d<.1piction of the (amed crude snowman, complete with 
Disney World attract ion in red paper heart, std ck, ar.ms,. and, 
Florida, complete with iced win- what else, a beer. 
ne 1v1s10n 1 con est wit 
their rendition of Pinocchio and 
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Jim J .D. Brown and Steven Dore serve up basic rock •n' roll o~ their Siamese-twin special during the Blend's Saturoay night 
concert in the Granite State Room of the MUB.(Bob Bauer photo) 
.The Blend warmed them with basic 'rock 
By Marie Svenevik 
Saturday night, 500 consort en-
thusiasts braved the bitter cold to 
celebrate Winter Carnival 
, Weekend with the Blend, a five 
man band from North Conway, 
who entertained the restrained, 
bleary-eyed crowd with loud, 
dynamic rock n' roll. 
Arcadia, an acoustic trio from 
Boston, opened the show with toe-
tapping, easy listening melodies 
by Dan Fogelberg, Grateful 
Dead, and the Pousette-Dart, and 
Despite a rude comment, "I'd 
r:ather be dead than mellow," by 
several obnoxious individuals, 
Arcadia charmed the audience 
with harmonious renditions of 
Jonathan Edwards ' "Shanty" · 
- and F'ogelberg's "Part of the 
Plan." 
The Blend broke the mellow 
mood with their deafening music 
blaring from the overpowering 
amps. They opened with a new 
song, "Love Will Find a Way," in 
which Steven Dore's shrieking 
guitar and "D.P." Pomber's 
eerie keyboard solos preluded a 
high energy rock melody. The 
Blend has experienced an "Evo-
lutionary change'' from country 
rock ballads to hard rock n' roll. 
This transition is obvious when 
comparing their early album 
The Blend with their newer 
music played last night. 
Bass player· Ken Hott statea 
Ste\' en l>orc· p11 lls out some raw lyrics Saturday night. <Bob 
Mauerphoto)". • :: ·-I •'i ~· ,.,.,. •,i, · i··' , ,, 
J'l,., .' ,J,c, ··~ 1 [ , ) ) 0 I'! ,• • 3 (ii I I J I I ' 
before the concert, "You can't 
open a show with laid back music 
when you play before ZZ Top." 
The Blend is slowly escaping 
the small bar circuit to play in 
large arenas with bands' such as 
The Who and The Outlaws. Their 
first album The Blend recorded 
last October according to Holt, 
has sold "reasonably well and is 
receiving considerable airplay." 
The band's hit single, "I'm Gon-
na Make You Love Me, ' ' reached 
number ten on the music charts 
in Geore:ia where they recently 
toured. The Blend is currently 
working on their new album 
which should be released this 
summer. 
Many of their songs contain a 
Dixie Rock flavor indicative of 
the Outlaws and The Allman 
Brothers Band. Although the 
lyrics are simple and repetitious 
<"Do it, do it, do it anytime"), the 
audience responded by clapping 
and dancing to the rocking beat. 
The band members freed their 
intense energy as they jumped 
and boogied, making clouds of 
dust swell from the rug on stage. 
"D.P." Pomber sprawled across 
his rickety keyboard while he 
played a driving piano duet with 
Steven Dore. The crowd roared 
as lead vocalist "J .D." Drown 
and guitarist Steven Dore per-
formed a electrifying musical 
duel on two large, wooden guitars 
which were hinged together at 
the bodies. The Blend's is proba-
bly the first Siamese-twin guitar 
in existence. 
The Blend proved to be a typi-
cal rock n' roll band with a 
typical 2/4 beat, although the 
rock hungry audience was satis-
fied with their best efforts. The 
foot stomping rock n' roll was 
enough to thaw out everyone's 
frozen feet. 
. ~i~ J ,.p}~ro\\;n apd
1
Kfq H~I~ malrnthe mike mov.e together., (8Q)) }la~ei:phqt,o) ~ .... 
,._ ... _ ·- • .. ,., ,,..,,.,~, • ,, •_.~. ·~r+•~• r t 
I I I 
•l"l )Ill'~ I Ill 't '}•f) .• •• ••• •'•• • '' ''''''' t ' ' l 
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Dan FQrd on "The Incident at Muc 'Wa" 
guide to New Hampshire. Dan Ford is a UNH alum-
nus and Durham resident who 
has published a number of 
works, both fiction a~d non-
fiction. ·"Go Tell The Spar- . 
tims, " 1a film starring Burt Lan-
caster which played at the 
Franklin Sunday night, is an 
adaptation of Ford's novel 
'Incident at Muc Wa '. 
Durham Point ·Road. The poster 
depicts determined American 
sol9je_rs in clean uniforms, 
charging forward with guns 
blazing. There is nothing on the 
poster, except 'Incident at Muc 
Wa' in small print, to indicate the 
battle being fought is in Vietnam. 
It could just as easily be a scene 
from World War II . 
"People really didn't want to 
read or hear about these things." 
Ford said, "What they were 
seeing every night on T. V. was 
enough.'' 
"I was originally going to write 
a larger, more ambitious work." 
Ford said yesterday, "but the 
story of Muc Wa took over." 
'78 ... " He Shrugs. "It gave Jane 
Fonda an opportunity to preach, 
but it was essentially a love 
~ 1orv . " 
Ford says he writes four hours 
every da.v, "except on Christ-
mas." Cul'rently he and his wife 
are working on a ski-touring 
Perhaps the best epitaph for 
the soldier who fought and died in 
Vietnam was mouthed by one of 
Dan Ford's characters in "In-
cident at Muc Wa": "I'd- trust 
chaos before I'd trust the 
f!eneral." 
By Joel Brown 
A poster advertising the film 
Go Tell The Spartans hangs on 
the wall in Dan Ford's home on 
Author Ford agreed that the 
omission from the poster may 
have made the fims more 
palatable to the public. The novel 
and film, however, confront the 
Vietnam issue head-on, sear-
ching for some of the central 
truths of the American experi-
ence in Southeast Asia. 
'Muc Wa' is a small, fictional 
outpost in Vietnam's Central 
Highlands, where a few 
American advisors try to lead 
local troops against the Viet 
Cong, who are as much a part of 
the jungle as the trees. 
Ford went to Vietnam in May of 
1964, with money in his pocket 
from a just published riovel, and a · 
promise from The Nation to 
print any articles he might send 
back. A $1000 grant from a 
private foundation helped fund 
his two month sojourn. 
"Th~re was some feeling that 
this was going to be a much 
larger conflict than was expected 
when we first sent over advi-
sors," the soft-spoken Ford said. 
'"I spent a month in the Mekong 
Delta with South Vietnamese 
troops and another month in the 
Central Highlands with our SpeciaJ 
Forces. The Vietnamese were 
easier to keep up with.'' 
·./ ~/ 
;~-'-" ' ~ _. , , 
/9fv ~ -:- f.: 
, iii .~: 
if ' 
The effort is long and costly 
and ends in a hasty and ill-
conceived retreat; the · South 
Vietnamese soldiers are left 
"Guerilla warfare was new to 
American troops, although there 
was some precedent in Korea for 
this type of thing," Ford said. 
"There was a terror of civilians 
among our soldiers that even-
tually led to My Lai. There was 
no way for them to tell that a 
peasant working in the field over 
there might not turn around and 
shoot. at them." Scared green 
troops also contributed to the My 
Lai horrors, according to Ford. 
'i ~ 
Dan Ford, UNH alumnus 
and author of the war novel, 
"Incident at Muc Wa" in 
his Durham Point living 
room. (Bob Bauer photo) 
- behin<! when the outpost is · 
overrun and most Americans 
escape by helicopter. 
Surprisingly, Ford wrote his 
book in 1965, when the American 
effort in Nam was just beginning, 
for his novel is a perfect 
mi.crocosm of the whofe war ef-
Jort. Muc Wa could represent the 
entire republic: U.S. troops tried 
to defend against 'Charlie'; the 
retreat from Muc Wa bears a 
strong resemblance to the 
American evacuation of Saig6n. 
Most of Ford's Vietnam obser-
vations find their way into the 
novel. Perhaps most important 
for Americans who remained at 
home is the fact that most of our 
soldiers in action had blue collar 
backgrounds. 
"There's a story about an in-
duction center around Boston,'' 
Ford said. "All the Harvard boys 
went in pretending to be 
homosexuals or psychotics, and 
as th~ were walking .. out 4F, 
busloads of volunteers from Rox-
bury were going in." 
'·Green troops were one of the 
problems we had," fi ... ord said. 
"The average tour of duty was 
kept to around six months or a 
year, and those fresh troops were 
fighting the same battle-
hardened Viet Cong who had been 
there for six m: eight or ten 
years." 
"Once I talked to a bookstore 
owner in Portland, Me., who used 
'Muc Wa' in a window display 
when it first came out, in 1967," 
Ford said. "He told me it was the 
only time he didn't sell a single 
book out of the window, not one 
copy of 'Muc Wa,' or anything 
else that was displayed there, for 
that matter.'' 
Ford pointed out that The 
Green Berets, an early film 
about the war, was also poorly 
received, despite its solidly pro-
American stance. 
Ford is appreciative of the 
films and books released recently 
about the war, however. He 
"loved" Go Tell .the Spartans, 
and also enjoyed The Boys in 
Company C. Both films, he 
says, maintained an anti-war 
perspective without denigrating 
some of the simple heroisms of 
the men in the field. 
Ford found little credibility, 
however, in last year's Coming 
Home. "If itwas made in '68, it 
whould have been heroic, but in 
Vietnamese mercenary Evan Kim uses force to interrogate a 
Viet Cong prisoner in the film "Go Tell the Spartans" based 
on Ford's novel, "Incident at Muc Wa". 
WUNH PROGRAM GUIDE . 
91.31',reewaves 
Request Line: 862-2222 
L.P. COMPLETE, EVI<~RY NIGHT AT 11:00 
-TUESDAY : Narada Michael Walden, " Awakening" 
WEDNESDAY: Good Rats, "Bir1h Comes to us All" 
THURSDAY: Cheap Trick, "At Budoken" 
1',RIDAY: Cindy Bullens, "Desire Wire·· 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS THIS WEEK: 
TUESDAY : 6-8p.m'. "TheChicagoSymphony'' 
8-11 p.m. Jazz with Gene Franceware 
Wl<~DNESDAY: 6-7 :25 p.m.Evening Classical Concei1 with Ban-y Weissman 
7 :25 p.m. UNH Hockey vs. Northeastern 
9:30-llp.m. "Expressions" Jazz wi1hMatl Cegelis 
THURSDAY: 6-7:55 p.m .Evening Classical Concert with Ray Matheson 
7:55 p.111. UNH Basketball vs. Holy Cross 
10 p.m . "Oldies" wi1h Marshall Miller 
1',RIDAY: 6-6:55 p.m. "TGIJ'" Jazz with Barry Weissman 
6:55 p.m. UNH Hockey vs . Colgate 
TUESDAY : 6-H n.m. "The Chicago Symphony" 
*SAMPLER*------------~--
Tv comes through again on channel .4· wit/1 
For those of you who watch the tube, TV is 
sl.;lddenly having a Renaissance of movies. The 
past weekend was packed with television class. 
Friday night featured a rock documentary, and 
then a battle between the stations on Sunday with 
the classic, Gone with the Wind and One Flew 
Over the Cuckoo's Nest, Jack Nicholson's block-
buster. The rest of Valentine's Week is loaded as 
well. 
Tuesday, February 13 
Radio disc jockey Clint Eastwood in Play Misty 
for Me, a dangerous love affair with a fan , Cl1a11-
nel 56, 8 pm. 
At 9 pm, channel 38 features Adventures of 
Sherlock Holmes, the Baker St. Sleut/1 thwarting 
an attempt on t/1e Crown of Jewels. · 
The Franklin shows the original MASH at 6:40 
and 8:40 pm. · 
A Student Art Show Meeting at 12:30 µmin Rm 
218 in tlze Paul Creative Art Center for all in-
terested. 
From Now to Eternity, the best film of 1954 and 
multi-Oscar winner. Fine fiction from WWII on 
army life in Hawaii. NBC has expanded the film 
into a miniseries from 9-11 pm on Wednesdays. 
Natalie Wood's and William Dev~ne's classic hot 
beach embrace scene. 
, 
I 
ning with Julius Caesar on channel 2 at 8 pnz. 
The Franklin has Smokey and the Bandit, Burt 
Reynolds as a truck, 6:30 and 8:30 µm. 
The Stone Church with Cormac McCarthy is 
Newmarket 
Ray DeMarco and Debbie Bowler at the Press 
Room in Portsmouth . 
STVN features educational info on the Big 
Screen in Stoke Hall, from 7 to 9 pm. First, the 
-Economics of Jazz with Sam Rosen, a business 
professor, then a Danceathon wrap-up, and Shor-
ts on Subjects with Tae Kwon Do, Mark Lane ex-
cerpts and human sexuality topics. 
Thursday, February 15 
Channel 2 shows The Skin Game a comedy with 
James Ganzer and Lou Rossett running a con game 
during the µost~Civil War era, 8 pm. ,, 
Bob Franke, slide guitar blues at the Press Room 
in Portsmouth. · 
Wednesday, February 14 
At 10 am, Ingrid Bergman stars in lier Osrnr-
winning role as ar; amnesia victim in Anastasia 011 
channel 25. /so stars the immortal bald µate , Yul 
Brynner. 
William Devane and Natalie Wood star in ·3 
fiery clash of enemies-turned-lovers in "From 
Here to Eternity" Wednesday night, 9 p.m. 
Cormac McCarthy at the Stone Church again. 
MUSO's Grand Illusions presents The Passenger 
with Jack Nicholson, Jenny Runacre and Ian 
Henry. A drained journalist (kudos anyone?) in 
telepathic exchange with a deceased human. An-
to1iini's suspenseful haunter. 
The Franklin has Smokey and the Bandit 
(again) . Better fare next time: The Grateful Dead 
is co111ing (on filnz at the Franklin) . 
BBC und the Time-Life Series µresent a joint en-
deavor in a series of Shakespearean µlays begin-
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·We're one company that hasn't 
lost sight of what we do for a living 
\:~ 
Engineering. 
HUGHES is a dedicated Engineering company. Our product is our engineering expertise, our advanced technology, 
that gives us that all-impo(tant edge over the competition in the development and support of electronics equip-
ment. An excellent record of technical achievement lies behind us, and an even more exciting future lies ahead ... 
a future that you Could be _a part of, if you 're a BS degreed graduate in EE, Physics, Math or Computer Science. 
The kind of commitment, the kind of challenge, you look for in your future career is here ... now ... at Hughes in 
innovative test system development areas such as: 
HARDWARE DESIGN• SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT• 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
SIMULATOR DESIGN 
Design and Development of training simulators utilizing software and hardware applications. 
or, in vital people-oriented engineering fields such as : 
FIELD ENGINEERING ' 
Opportunities to travel worldwide installing and maintaining Hughes Electronics Systems. 
TRAINING ENGINEERING 
Develop and present training programs to customer personnel . 
PUBLICATIONS ENGINEERING 
Preparation of technical instructional manuals. 
At Hughes. you ·11 find £> ne of th e most comprehensive benefits packages anywh ere . and exceptional oppor-
tunities fo r continued growth through our Educati"onal Reimbursement. Graduate Fellowship. and Advanced 
Techni ~ C;ll Education Programs . 
.You 've dec ided Engineering is what you want to do for a living . Do 1t with a company that's made that same 
decision . 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. Let's get together. Call or write to: Name ----·-------------________________ _ 
Professional Employme-nt 
Hughes Support System·s 
P.O. Box 90515 \ 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90009 
Attn .'Bill Campana 




Address _____ ·----"--------- ______ ________ _ 
Degree _________ / Year graduating ____ J School- ____ ...:____ 
Areas of interest _____ ~--- _______ _:_ ____________ _ 
i HUGHES Support Systems · 
I I 
~ __________________ ..J U.S. Citizenship Required• Equal M/F/HC Employer 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
P 0 Box 905 15 Los Anqe les . CA 90009 
·----~-----------------------------:--------------------------------------------------~ 
~\I .; _,,} .J • ti • '--'\ \ ' , \ , l j ~ · ,_ )- 1" ~· I j; l • ' 
- ~ - .. ... - - - - .. - -- - .. - .. - -- ---... - -- --- - - . .. . - ... . --- - - - ----.. --- - ..... 
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Master Charge Visa Personal Checl~s 
drank." 
C • l Beer was conserved, too. arnlVQ "Friday's incentive to get people 
to work on the sculpture was a 
k,eg. Saturday it was hot 
WINTER CARNIVAL chocolate. We had tnore beer left 
ce 1 tinued frnrn rnae 3 over than hot chocolate," Evrard 
have its adv;rntages. "The cold said. 
got people together," explained Judging of the sculptures was 
< ;wizctala. "It was so cold Friday done Sunday morning b~· 
night that we all sat inside and Assistant Dean of Students (;i~_ 
~-----------~-------) 
J YOUNG'S J 
I RESTAURANT I 
I I 
t I· 
J This weeks Breakfast Special: 1 
1 Hot Bagel 
1
1





I Breakfast Specials Run F. rom 6:00-11 :30 AM Daily ....-..~...-...._..~--~.._..~~,,_..~.._...._.~~.._....._...,,_..., 
Griewank, Student Body 
President Doug Cox and Hank 
Dozier, as::,istant director of 
Physical Plant and Maintenance. 
Cox also donated his face in the 
pie throwing game at Nite of Sin--
later to find the Cool Whip from 
the pies freezing on his hair as he 
walked back to his dorm. 
Tlit' Nite of Sin, held in the 
MUB. was replete with a horror 
housP, massage parlor, and the 
traditional gaming tables. 
Sigma Beta, Delta Zeta, and 
TKE worked together to create a 
casino night in the Granite State 
Room. 
"I learned that you can't win in 
casino--we'd win then we'd lose," 
said junior Bob Webster. "I bet 
away my house, my kids, and my 
dog at the.crap table." 
Alpha Tau Omega featured 
cartoons in the Strafford Room. 
"My best quarter spent all night 
was on the cartoons," said 
Petengill. , 
Six events in the .winter games 
attracted eleven teams. Seott 
Hall won the Obstacle Course 
race, while Daffey's Desparados 
defeated the field of contenders in 
the Tube race and the Anything 
goes on Snow event. Hubbard Six 
emerged Yictorious in Tug of 
War and, the Lord-Smith Golds 
won the scrambled egg relay, (;lnd 
Dumbo persevered to win the 
Target Snowball Competition. 
The carnival was organized by 
Judy Ross, Mark Chapman, Yves 




For Salt>: IBANEZ 12-string. Good condition 
$130. call 659-5709. 2/13 
&alldli~\ -ll--ik_i_n_g_B_o_l_1t-s.~P~e,~·f~e-ct,---co_n_d07i "'"'ti-on-. 
size 91~ - $45.00 <reg . 55.00l. Call Brian 
Congreve 230, 2-1657 or 868-9739. 2/13 
f.·or Sah·: Size 7 1 ~ Nike Ladies Waffle 
training shoes. New and in good condition -
$15. Can Lori 2-1673. 2/13 
AKAi 4000 DS-!\IKll Stt•n•o n•t•I to n•t•I: 
r'eatures 3 heads. dual monitoring mic/line 
mixing sound on sound, sound with ~ound. 
auto. shut off. r reel. Cost $273, will sell 
for $200. Call 868-5362. 2/20 
Sjlt-;kcf;;-:StUdlODesign 36·s.IYeal:-oid . 
Excellent condition, $100. Call Diane alter 
6 pm. 862-2173. 2/16 
FOr Sale: - I pr. Atomic 195 skis with 
Solomon 444 bmdmgs Used twice . $100. Call 
Sarah 659-2910. 2/13 
fhw 1rnir C-7x-Tt1,tt1Vl-S~rconl tif(.s. Hardly 
used. A good buy: cheap at $35.00. Call 
Sarah 436-0574. 2/Hi 
Skis. Atomic Arc 200cm
1 
_with Look Nevada 
bindings. Brand new lms season. used 3 
times. Sell for a mere $75. Call George at 
868-9713 or 2-1296. 212:3 
i-:arg..-down parka, 2 months old. Original, 
cost $75. take $35. Call Skip 868-2861. 2/16 
For ·salt>: 35 mm Minolta SRT 101 camera 
with 55 mm Jens. comolete outfit: Soligor 
\\'llll'-angle. Vi\'1tar (Plephoto. Honeywell 
automatic strobe. camera case. tripod. filter. 
etc., $350. Call 742-4853. 2/23 
wanted 
Wankd: r'a.mily movi~g and needs immed-
iate home for Rhodesian l{1dgeback bitch. 
Excellent pet and watch dog. Call Carol 
868;7056 or 617-256-6483. 2/23 
cars for sale 
t!l71 ('hnsln :'\1•w Yorkt'r.four nt'\\' tirPs, 
valid Nl1 inspection
1 
$200. Call Mark al 
li:l!J-:!594 after 5 or \\'eeKends. 2/Hi 
Fo1· saiC·: i970-Ch1:ys:-Ne\\·por:! .T:!mp{;: Nl'\I 
t 1rPs. 62.000 miles. NO RUSI. NO dents. 
('LASSIC. lnspedcd l/:31/7!J. Snow tires: call 
Bill 7.J2-89ti8. 2/!J 
IHi£f"tlt1aSS 2-dooi:: ;)O.Ooo rnr.-·NE\\·-rfiHES. 
~lJ HUST. 4 speakpr stereo, $1800 or B.O. 
8till-:!054. 21 !J 
't>X \ \\ . Ifug, -rebi.1iit lt~OOcc engine. --ui1dcl· 
100 mill's. 8 trat·k w/ speakers. AM radio. 
IH'\I sno\\· tin•s. many new parts. $800 or 
B.l 1. Pete Honsinger. 4:J9-07:37 l Mame!. 2/!J 
\\'inh·r Stt·'lll- iiiTi'rriumph_650_ n~1· -spi·ockeL 
tin·. paint. forks, etc. Mechanic owned. 
12.000 miles. many extras. A fantastic bik<' 
Despt>ra!e fo1~ mone,v. must sell $700 or B.O. 
21:!'.I 
Fiat 1!17-:i-rmll: door:- Si•dan:-good- conditiorl. 
- m•11 snow tires. AM-FM radio. Asking $1350 
or bt'st offer. Call Baz at 868-9833. 2/16 
I !17 I. To.\~l:\long b_t:d l>lekl11>-=--funeaq cover 
l'or bed. 4-speed. Excellent shape. Hate to 
sell ... need money for school. $2300 or B.O. 
Call 67!J-8t>77 after·5. 2/16 
1!i-7~-\·w-1··;1s11ial-krustim~AM=V-Nira<lio 
automatic transmission. new snow tire;, gOOd 
condition. $1500. 862-2070 afternoons. 664-2510 
. evf'nings & weekends. 2/2:3 
For Salt>: 1972 Satellite ·Hoadrunner 38:!: 
automatic console. new exhaust. shocks. & 
tires. bodv & motor in excellent shape .. no 
rust. good gas mileage. $950 - b~st offer. 
Call Sylvia 2-2154}68,9612. 2/16 
J.·or s'lilc-,-: l!J74 Custom Nova-HatcllBack1 -Spirit of America edition. 4-speed. 350 workeo 
over. excellent shape. bucket seals. cro~e 
slots. $2200 - best offer. Call Sylvia 2-2b4 
868-!!612. 2/16 
For Sale 1971 Plymouth Duster. Good shape, 
4 almost new radials. no rust. 318 VS. 
20 mpg runs great. Call 65\J-5632 Ask for 
Fred. 2'/20 
For Sale: 1971 Maverick. 4-door. 6- c~·I. 
automatic. just tuned & inspected no rust. 
good rubber. 2 snows incl, runs well. $950 or 
n«st offer. Call 431-6644. leave message. 3/2 
roommates 
Ft•mah• roommate wanted immediately. Own · 
sn;1cio11s hedroom in lar!!e house. $110/mlh 
inl'ludes utilities and washcr/dr,·cr. On thl' 
corner of Central & Siker St. in Do\'l'r 
on K-1 an route. Call 742-5988. 2/13 
Hon.\il\IATE WA:'\TEU to share apartment 
in Newmarket. Own bedroom. On Kan-rnn 
rout<'. Rent $105.00 plus electricity. Pleas« 
call 659-2:>48. 2/lli 
l,ivi;gA-n·angemMiil1N•dt·d~rsumme1~. 
starting May 19. or 20th .. Need own room, 
within walking distance of campus. No more 
than $100.00/month. Call Kate at 868-9833 
01· 2-1614. 2/13 
Want.t"d ! r'e111ale roommate to share expens<'s. 
Nicelv furnished apartment. Immediately 
a\'ailable. Walking distanee to campus. Call 
Mr. Karabelas 742-5141 or Patricia Anguoni 
868-5177. 2/23 
Om• roommalt• 1wc•dt'(I in d111>h•x. lJO\'l'I' 
$72 mo. plus utilities. good location. Jonn 
742-8412. 2/1:1 
' . ant1·d il1-111wdiatef~one female roo1111.13ie 
needed to share five bedroom apartment. 
Own bedroom. pleasant livin.g conditwns. All 
utilities except lights. 8 Mill Rd. Durham 
l next lo Acacia) 2nd floor apt. on lei t. 
Price negotiable. Contact Jane or Linda 
868-1082 
:\4•4•(1 I nM1mmah• to shan• two bed a11t. 
in Dover. Have vour own room; right on Kari-
van Rt: $1l0.o0 & util. Call Chuck 749-3603 
2/ 20 
Hi101mnah- m•t>dt•d for apt Tri Newmarke~ 
own bedroom on K-van, $110 mo. h<.'at aria 
hot water included. 659-2517. 2/13 
. lost and found 
Fiil :'\U in a snowbank on Main St.: · one 
pair of gold wire-rimmed photo-gray glasses 
last week <Jan. 15th>. Call 868-5204. 2/13 
1:i1sT: Gold bear pin red eyes, pearl belly-. 
Sentimental value only. Please call 926-410:1 
or turn in at MUB. 2113 
services 
Wood ' $65/Cord 4· lengths. ~~split. d< !\. 
ered. Also available 2 & 16 lengths " 
small additional charge. N_ew Hampshm· 
Cordwood 964-9269. 6-10 p.m. 2/13 
tfo~ill°g-; l'a11\-? Why not hi.re aD.J. _for 
only $40.00'! f'erfect for Dorm & r rat 
pa1~ties . Call 2-1128. Nick Karas. Sawy('r WI. 
2/20 
Toi»1p1alit,· t~-:-ping: -6~¢ per pa~::-ca·n Lml 
1168-718-1. 2/20 . 
/ 
\ ·iolin-I:C:S:<;l;ns in olil·ham. J.'or informal ion 
or references call 868-2859. Si~nificant pro-
~n·ss is possible in one term. 211:1 
T., 11 in~:-D(ssertatlons. Teilers~resuines:<l~e~ 
ports. these$, IBM selectric, 22 yrs. ex-
pc·m·nce. 74!J-26!J2. 3/2 
(;uita1:-i~·111·ti1-111 l>v expCi·iencedPi~<ih•s ­
~ionaf - J;1zz. l'olk. noc-k. Classical Modal-
tu11in;4s. Fl;1t and Fin~•_T - i'itking_techniq!Jl.'s. · 
Bc~mning lo i\dl'allC'('d students. Reason-
alif(' rates. 7-l!J-:i.i:n . 211:1 
111111rm~\·~111l~g..;,-1lt·S!Senct si.oo l0r356 
page. mail order catalog of collegiate re-
S"<lrch 10,,,250 topics listed. Box 25097-B, Los 
Ang<'lcs. Calif. 90025. <213 ! .447-3226.'2/13 
Profrssional typingatlts- best on IBM 
l'otn•ct ing selectric, choice of style/pitch. 
1>1 Univ<.'rsity Secretarial Associates, spel -
lin~. grammar. punctuation corrected. l{eas-
onable rates for superior quality. Call Diana 
Sl'human. 742-4858. 3/2 . 
1•1·11r .. ssi1malt~ilif~r-::-ffi<muscripts-ofatllyi}es. 
8till-2557. 2/13 · 
'I\ pi1;g-: papel·s,--1C1ters. resumes,--Mc.ProfeS-
"ional look 50¢ a page. Spelling. grammar 
corrected on request. Call Kal'en 862-lltiliti 
t•1·PS. weekends. :3/6 
~~1.~o~~bl~a;~~ ~t1:·1~~i~tr/c~11 r~:.i.11 ~d!~1rd · 
Godnig. Optometrist. 431-4088. 2/27 
E~ 11erit•nc1•d hc;ust·c lt•ant:r a1ul hatl\-sit tt·r 
flexible hours, available most weekends. 
references available. Call 868-!!837 Rm. :rn5 
Ask for Kristin. 2/2:) / 
l'n•gnant? l\ecd lu:jp? Call 436-5558 BIRTH-
RIGHT. Medical care. financial help, shelter 
homes. We care for you and your bahy. 2/27 
Proi'C.•ssional Editor. ManusC'ripts oTaTftyp<'s 
868-~557. 3/2 . 
help wanted 
Snmmt•r E111111tiH11t•nt - Counselors for Dio-
cesian Camps: Camp Bernadette for Girls. 
Camp Fatima for Boys. Eight \1·eek camping 
program - June 24-Aug. 19. WORK STUDY 
AVAILABLE. Contact: Anne Huot -Campus 
phone 2-2172. off campus call: 868-9739. 2/20 
JflHS ON SlllPS! American Foreign. No 
experience required. Excellent pay. World-
wide travel. Summer job or career. Send 
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX, Dept. I-5. 
Box 2049, Port i\ngeles. Washington 98362.2/20 
MEN! WO!\IEN! JOBS ON CRUISE SlllPS, 
FHEHillTERS. No experience necessary. 
High pay! See Europe, Hawaii, Australia, 
So. America. Career or Summer! Send $3.85 
for Info. to SEA WORLD, Bf<' Box 61035, 
Sacto .. CA 95860. 2/20 
Wfff{K STUDY JOB - ·Forest Park Group 
Day Care Center needs teacher-aide Tues-
day, Thursday 1-51,>m with chance for more 
hours . .$3.00/hour. Call 868-5674. 2/13 
\\~c>HK IN Jl\l'AN! Teach English conver-
sation. No experi.ence, degree, or Japanese 
required. Send long. stamped. self-addressed 
envelope for detaifs. Japan-42. P.O. Box 336. 
Centralia, WA 98531. 3/2 
Wol;k-Sludy Sewing Lab Assistant. Home 
Ee. Dept. 2-2146. 2/16 
Work-Study Nursery School Assistant 8-10 
hours. Must be able lo type/ work on Fridays 
Honie Ee. Dept. 862-2146. 2_ .16 . 
personals 
lkst Yea1· .. . 'I I, no ... •.t:. ... '.tfi •.. 2/i:: 
You exp1•ct so 11111d1. Oh. but look what l'v<.' 
got. 2/13 
lit•\' Commuter: Your friends frequently I l'oopy: You 've got a speciaJ place in my 
cal1 or stop bv the Information Center asking heari. Is there lime to keep sharing and 
for vo11r local phone number and address. caring? Happy 17th month anniversarr- Be 
Please hl'ln us hl'lo them. !<'ill out an address my valentine. Love. hugs, kisses, BOO!. 2/13 
change lorn1 11 l!h \Olli lol'al address an.d 
phone nurniJer. Send 1t lo the J{eg1strar s To Annit> at S!·orpio's · - Krss ille---ancrI'fi 
office in T-Hall or to !ht• Information Center follow you an.vwht•re! A secret valentine. 2/13 
in the MUB. You'll tie glad you did . You don't 
kn••W what fun you've been missing . See you ITapp.\' Valentini• ... l>a,· Margit· l>argw! 'l'he 
around. Louise. Charlene, Elwin. Cathi, wonoertul southern I.Jell lrom Dallas is the 
1<-:ileen, Charlie, Liz, Patt!,. Louise, Pe_ggY.· greatest!! y·all have a great day . Love, 
Suzanne. Patty, Wendy, ierry, Jill, uail. Jaboe.2/13 
Maxine. and Denise. P .S. Address chan&e 
forms are available at the Registrars SKL, who art• you? I saw your work fro_m 
Office. the Information Center, and in Photography I in the exh1b1t at Hewitt 
Caboodle, page 101 <just clip and maill 2/16 and would like to contact you. Please call me 
at 868-9754. Ask for Jan, 328. 2/13 
Interested in a writing cart>t>r? Now's your 
chance to get experience that will look great To Ute (in•at Timothy Christophe1·, Pete the 
on your resume when you graduate. Student f<,ait, Tigger
1 
.. Ricardo. Steady Eddie and Stan 
Press needs people to help produce their the man: we r-.ejoice exceedingly al the 
campus magazines. Artists. photographers. kindness you have bestowed upon us! Much 
writers, anyone is welcome to drop .DY any love in Jesus, His girls. 2/16 
tirnl'. You need not make any commitment. ·-----~ 
You decide how much you want to work. llaJ'PY Valentine's l>a)·. to all tt~e girls on 
What's more. for the really ambitious- 3rd Jessie Doe. You girls are Just super. 
several paid positions are opening up next The Boys.2/13 
semester. Your work now may mean a staff ----~------------=-:--=­
position. Interested? Call Leslie Sanders, To tlw beauliful women of 22 Do\'er Hd. 
Director of Student Press at 868-5190. Leave Happy Valentine~ Day and may it bl' filled 
name and number (or stop by the SP office I with raisins and dates wilh love, the boys.2/13 
Rm. 153 MUB around the corner' from the 
Games room J 2/13 
.lt•ant'lte E., a newsprint valentine from your 
old boss. Break a leg kid. 2/ 1:1 
< ·l..•·fif.:: I bet noonebut youand me know 
\\'ho put in this personal. If you want to get 
lucky on either Monday or Wednesday, or tor 
that matter. any day, hanf0 your hea1:t under-
wear in the window - I'I be watching. The 
past four months have been the best. All my 
rove. EJS. 2/13 
Ail mt•n are invited to rush Phi Mu Delta . · 
Co 11e over and meet the brothers. Refresh-
ments will be served. Phi Mu Del'.a, 24 
Madbury Rd. 862-1298. 2/13 
I 
Leisa '1i11go - l.L.Y.S.l.M.--mri:tmmmm. 
Happy V:ilentine·s Day. R.B. 2/13 
Kard11'1\k' Can I 'oli~h ,.\\·1mmers drin.k 
\I i11e ll'ilh. drnnk lri~h111en on Valentines 
Day? Lers find out, 11111111'' Thanx for din-din! 
I had a great time. George. 2/13 
D.J.-liappv Valentines Da\'! We can cele-
brate wheri we have a who)e day to relax. 
Thanks for being there when I need you and 
for needing me. I love you. Julie. 2/13 
llt•y Musk-ox: You 're cute! Will you still 
be ·my valentine, even without the valentine 
boxers? You know I'll always be yours! 
Love, !<'red. 2/13 
Baby Whale & Anne: r'or certain you look 
good in those "orchids de plastique
9
" but why 
not go "au .natural" with seaweed. Love, the 
:·JJeach9ulijs _ 
Margo - Thanks so much for the use of your 
car. No need to worry - I made it without 
any MAJOH problems. One minor detail -
it almost blew up!! Keep prayin - only 5 
weeks to go! Love, BIRD. 2/13 
Zap - Happy Valentin~s Day Coupon: Worth 
one fun filled weekend - redeemable only if 
shared with me in Syracuse. Offer exp11'es 
5/12/79. Love. Hippo. 2/13 . 
Mikt•"what it is" Jeffrit>s - When are we 
To \:anc, Annie, Julia, Ellen & Kathy, 
Happy Valentine's Day! See you at the party! 
Love 5 handsome men. 2/13 
Ift>~· Jmll' and Abby Hoacl - thanx for a lot of 
smiles and a super time whenever I'm 
around' Happy \ 'alentine's Day ... Love ya! 
BeeGee. 2/1-3 
To my BBL Valentine: Only 6 months and 4 
days ··w1 you'll be min_e. valentine! Don't 
forget lab tomorrow night. Love Always, 
"The Wife". 2/13 
To my Ll'STI~-<;- ,\1),i11rn1f: -Well it has 
been om· vear sine<' I last l]('ard from .you. 
I am sl1ll c111·1ou" lo knm1 w110 you are! 
I live at Box 82 South China. Maine 04358 
With love. Charles 'Chuck' O"Connor. PS. 
Have a Happy V.D. 2/13 
FL-Oh, pleeez be my Valentine! Diane 2/13 
Holwr~t>. Thosl' bab,~ hf Jes get to me e_very' 
t.inw not lo mPulrnn vo111· 5::l0 a.m. cravmes. 
What else can I say but J love you! Happy 
Valentines Day! Al\\'ays-K- 211:! 
To- oiu-- fn~g-li~ICd~-boorr (alias poo{>J. 
Thanks for coming this weekend . It was in-
trinsic. Happy Valentine's Day. Love, 
Mom 2/13 
;I~ the girls of 2:!!1 llubbard. if I have one life 
to live let me live ir with a blonde. Happy 
Valentine's Day, from the gu• s of 672 Central 
Ave . Dover. 2/13 
Mkh: Hope you have the Happiesi Birthday' 
! ever!! We love you! Happy 22nd! Meighan, 
. Diane & Jody. 2/13 
To the sweethearts of 3rd floor Hetzel. 2/13 
lie\' Bashful, What's so great about Room 
203·? Think you can handle the both of us? 
"Braids" and "Red". 2/13 
J - Bt• m1 Valt•ntine. You are the king of my 
heart and always will be. Much love! C 2/13 
going to catch thf flu? I miss your small eyes ;ro thP Bt•ta Sculplors: 11 wa>- a long. cold and loud voice in Physics class. Let's get haul but we bad the best time. The cocoa 
together before we go our separate ways! and schnappes was great-who cares if Wil.lie 
Squint. 2/l3 was D.W.L Beta shows us everything. We re 
·1·1:-,p·p·}-. ·v·-a·lt-·n .. t•it .. ie-s"'"--D·a·J-1> .. ic""·!-T_h_e_la-s .. l-f-e-w- psyched for the best semester. Love and 
montfis have gone so fast, it's undoubetedlv frost• ·ite. DZ 
true that this will last. No matter how far ·1 FHEii:Wh~re\\-;-e gmngfo-havc. bac-ontor 
go from here, in my heart you'll always be breakfast again? Happy Valentines Da,·. 
near. I love you. Joana. 2/13 . Albino. 
;l;o tlu• cult• hlondt• .hain•d.- blue eved Bai;t•. fkr1ow thisfa stra\\lJernc-s \)lit t•ven 
?1'~·,1~e adrh,~~ r1~?s\~~·n ~1~11~ 1 ;;~c·11\~10v~n~11~g~. 1 though you ha vc a Gorilla Face. l.'ll st 111 
1•\'l'l:yoa.v. l,•n t·. l'.i\:l\t. 21 t:l ; al\\'avs be vour· Val<'ntme. Lon•. vour l3anana I lead·. · 
T11 Ellt>nft·am :t2 Dove1~ ild·. lle a dOJran<:J go l\.S .. S.I' .. and S.K. It's a date for Thursday . 
g/Uo dinner with me. Your hopeful Valentine night. Mai Kai or maybe Lads? 2/ 1:1 ~
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY FEBRUARY 13, 1979 
ATTENTION 
SOP-HOMORES 
You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force· ROTC 
scholarship. The scholarship . includes full tuition, lab · · 
expenses, incidental fees, a reimb~rsement ·-tor text-
books, and $100 a month tax free. How do you qual-
ify? You must have at least two years of graduate or 
undergraduate work remaining, and be willing to serve 
- your nation at least four years as .an ·Air Force officer. 
Scholarships are available to students who can qualify ' 
for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to . those 
who are majorina in selected technical and nontechni-
cal academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in 
undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical · degree 
areas. Non-scholarship stu·dents enrolled in .the Air · 
Force"ROTC two-year program also receive the $100 
monthly tax-free allowance just like -the scholarship 
students. Find out today about a two-year Air .Force 
. ROJC scholarship and about the Air Force way of life. 
Your-Air Force ROTC counselor has the details. 
FOR ADDll]ONAL INFORMATION 
CALL llEPT. OF AEROSPACE 
-STUDIES AT 862-1480 
ROTC 
Gateway to a great way of life. · 
~ I ' l .P I I ' J I j\i , 
.. y ... - .,, i '!" .. '9 .. 
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by J~ff Ma~Nelly 
111ANK YOU. .. AND LEI MS 
R~TROJKT AT TH 15 Pol NT 
MY £~£S)ION OF I NTRo-
FU5f-P PLEAS~PNES5 ... IN 
mztv\S OF MY PR~fNC£. 




continued from page 1 
PPO~M's . 
The DRAC recommendations 
have been in Bianco's office since 
Tuesday . Neither Livermore or 
Bianco's secretary knew when it 
would be sent to the other con-
cerned parties. Bianco was not 
available for comment. 
Livermore says the reason 
room and board are going up is 
because residential life has no 
control over PPO&M. "They just 
take whatever they say they 
need. Residential life has no con-
trol over efficiency or costs so 
there is nothing we can do about 
rising PPO&M charges." 
The recommendations will be 
brought before the Board of 
Trustees if it is supported by 
Bianco and Vice President for 
Student Affairs Richard Stevens. ' 
Livermore savs he has talked 
to Bianco and gotten favorable 
reaction but that he can't predict 




Two Brewers Pub 
1001 Woodbury· Ave., Portsmouth 431-5<XX> 
for fine food 
and entertainment 
every Sunday and Thursday night: 
The Janis Russell Quartet 
Valentines Day-
The Barbara London Trio 
February 16&17: Jasmyn 
ACROSS 
1 Disputed matter 
6 Columbus's seaport 
11 Certain doctor 
12 Calculator of old 
14 rrovernment Service 
(2 wds.) 
17 Cooking need 
18 "Call - cab" 
19 Like some hats 
20 Highway part 
21 Motel sign 
23 Breeding places 
24 Make do 
25 Prefix: air 
26 Bravo, in Barcelona 
28 Dry, as wine 
29 Open -
31 Most eccentric 
33 Nomads 
35 Became less severe 
38 Giggle , 
42 Mrs. Peron 
43 Japanese money 
44 By birth 
45 Actress thar-
1 otte -
46 Certain furopean 
48 Split 
50 Title for a 
waitress 
51 Certain musical 
chord 
53 Slangy zero 
54 - Hawkins Day 
55 Government agency 
(2 wds.) 
58 Purloined 
59 Hen's work 
60 Uses scisso~s 
61 - music 
16 Decree 
21 Enro 11 again 
22 Pree i pita ted 




31 Letters after a 
proof 
32 Letter trio 
34 Inhabitants 
35 Terminates, in law 
36 Famous tennis 
DOWN family 
37 Cowboys' gear 
1 Speaks in a singing 39 Gladiator's weapon 
voice 40 Mitigating 
2 Famous Canyon 41 Bowling button 
3 Withered 44 - capital is 
4 Vase Katmandu 
5 Inflame with love 47 - Rouge 
6 Loved one 49 Important person 
7 Mr. Beame 50 Fonner first 
8 Bathe lady 
9 - liner 52 Certain food 
10 Dawn outlet 
11 Quantity consumed 54 Eye inflarmlation 
13 Napped fabrics 56 Timetable abbrevi-
14 Capri and Wight ation 
15 Name for a pope 57 College cheer 
trustee 
• • pos1t1on 
STUDENT TRUS1E E 
continued from page 1 
semester . 
--Michael Durgin , Junior 
political science major from 
Henniker. was a member of the 
Englehardt Hall House Council, 
and is presently a legislative in-
tern in the state House of 
Representatives. 
--Jay Gallagher is a junior 
economics major from Wey-
mouth, Mass. 
--William Grant, a sophomore 
liberal arts major from Durham, 
works at WUNH as an announcer. 
--Ronald Hasseltinc is a 
sophomore administration major 
from Westville and has served ih 
dorm government, Student 
Caucus, and a Student Services 
task force. T 
--Michael Iacopino, JUmor 
economics major from Newbury, 
is president of Alpha Tau Omega 
fraternity. 
--Peter Leberman is a 
sophomo1'e admfoistration major 
-------------------------from Durham and a resident 
G t Bay Motor Co Inc I assistant in Hunter Hall. rea . I • I --Moira Mulligan, a junior 
65,i-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215 communication disorders major from Goffstown, worked in the 
Newmarket, N.H. Solar Energy Coalition and has done other social work. 
--Theresa Rosholt is a junior 
communications major from 
Durham and has been involved in 
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ church activities. 
@)
~ . _ --Ian Wilson, junior political 
Th. k" , · Ill'- scienc.e rnajor from Hanover, is a m mg about buymg a 1orm('1 l\H'SO prl'sict('nt anrl 
SERVICE new car or truck? Nowis·the USEDCAR::: presently \rnrks a~ ~111 i:·1crn 011 
f t d it ni d d ===4-~ LS S('ll<llur .John Durkin·~ 1 O-
MU@ii•rn@t·l•li•IH ime 0 0 vve nee goo II!!~~~~ "\HI staJI i ! i \\' ; 1 <> hir i;~lon : 
li;;liilii~ used cars and trucks NOW! ! m Top allowance for your trade-in 
no salesmen commissions, the 
_savings are pass.ed on to you. 
We Service What We Sell 
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet 
Dealer in the DURHAM AREA 
Sell it in 
The NH's 
Class Ads 
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l cat stats I 
HOCKEY SEASON STATS 
(Not including last night's game) 
Games G A Pts. Pen/Min. Div. I Scoring 
Cox 20 30 23 53 15/33 26-19-45 
Francis 23 10 31 41 9/18 10-25-35 
Gould 23 23 17 40 13/32 17-12-29 
Roy 23 15 23 38 1/2 12-23-35 
Flanagan 23 17 18 35 8/16 13-13-26 
Crowder 23 13 21 34 11/22 7-13-20 
Barth 22 8 19 27 8/16 6-13-19 
Barbin 23 9 13 22 3/6 8-11-19 
Waghorne 17 0 18 18 10/20 0-17-17 
Coady 23 1 13 14 26/52 1-11-12 
Surdam 23 0 11 11 4/8 0-11-11 
Yantzi 21 3 7 ' 10 2/4 1-6-7 
Holt 23 2 7 9 7/17 1-7-8 
St. Onge 18 2 6 8 3/6 2-6-8 
Rintoul 22 3 3 6 14/28 3-2-5 
Normand 17 2 3 5 2/4 2-3-5 
Olsen 13 0 5 5 4/8 0-2-2 
Beaney 9 2 1 3 3/6 2-0-2 
McPherson 17 1 2 3 1/2 1-2-3 
Reeve 17 0 '2 2 2/4 0-0-0 
Stone 6 0 0 0 1/2 0-0-0 
Burkart 4 0 0 0 1/2 0-0-0 
Clark 3 0 0 0 1/2 0-0-0 
Moffett 19 0 0 0 010 0-0-0 
Lorance 5 0 0 0 -010 -0-0-0 
UNH TOTALS 23 141 243 384 152/316 112-196-308 
OPPONENTS 23 11 1 187 298 163/338 83-139-222 
Goalie Summary Gam'es Minutes GA Saves G.A.A. Sv. Avg. Sv. Pct. 
Moffett (14-4-1) 19 1112 78 615 4.21 32.4 .887 
Lorance (1-3-0) 5 280 33 147 7.07 29.4 .817 
UNH TOTALS (15-7-1) 23 1392 111 762 4.78 33.1 .873 
OPPONENTS (7-15-1) 23 1392 141 708 6.08 30.8 .834 
ECAC STANDINGS 
(Not including last night's games) 
RUTGERS, 83-73 Team (Overall Record) w L T Pct. Left Boston University (17-3-0) 14 2 0 .875 7 
NEW HAMPSHIRE (15-7-1) 13 4 1 .750 7 
Cornell (13-6-0) 10 5 0 .667 7 
At New Brunswick, NJ Clo rkson ( 16-9-0) 10 7 0 .588 5 
RUTGERS (83)--Anderson 7-3-·'l.7, Troy 9-1·· Yale (11-9-1) 10 7 0 .588 5 
19, Bailey 8-2--18, Strickland 1-1 --3, Dartmouth (12-7-2) 10 7 1 .5.83 4 . 
Brown 4-2--10, McDaniel 2-0--4, Clarke 2· Northeastern (9-10-0) 8 7 0 .533 6 0--4. Madlinger 3-2--8. Totals: 36-11--83 
Brown (9-10-0) 8 7 0 .53-3 6 
UNH (73)--Dickson 6-5--17, Chapman 9-1 ·· Providence ( 11-8-1) · 9 8 1 .528 6 
19, VanDeventer 8-9--25, Herbert 5-0--10, Vermont (9-14-0) 8 8 0 .500 5 
Otey 0-2--2. Totals: 28-17--73 Colgate ( 12-8-0) 5~ 8 0 .385 6 
HALFTIME: Rutgers, 43-38 Boston College ( 12-11-0) 6 10 0 .385 6 
RECORDS: Rutgers 14-8, UNH 9-13 RPI (8-12-1) 6 11 1 .361 7 
Princeton (5-11-4) 2 9 4 .267 6 
St. Lawrence (7-17-2) 4 14 . 1 .237 5 
Harvard (5-14-1l 3 12 1 .219 6 
HOOP SEASON /STATS 

















G FG FGA PCT FT FTA PCT RBS AVG PF TO AST TP AVG 
21 134 240 .558 87 
21 102 216 .472 75 
21 86 189 .455 74 
21 93 200 .465 22 
17 59 111 .532 14 
21 28 66 .424 15 
20 15 54 .278 24 
20 18 28 .643 14 
20 22 66 .333 3 
8 6 13 .462 0 
16 8 39 .205 4 
3 0 0 .000 0 
21 571 1222 .467 332 
21 662 1276 .519 269 
/ 
Tourn ·_•: ment 
Soccer 
110 . 791 151 . 7.2 76 65 25 . 
92 .815 52 2.5 74 55 109 
103 .719 111 5.3 86 49 23 
27 .815 28 1.3 24 30 30 
20 .700 22 u 34 31 13 
26 .577 75 3.6 30 40 28 
51 .471 66 3.3 34 21 4 
15 .933 16 0.8 15 20 12 
0 .333 35 1.8 14 15 10 
2 .000 8 1.0 2 2 2 
8 .500 16 1.0 8 8 5 
0 .000 o· 0.0 1 1 0 
140 
463 .717 720 34.3 398 337 268 
383 .702 790 37.6 448 343 325 
GAMES REMAINING 
Feb. 12 at Rutgers 
15 HOLY CROSS 8:00 
17 at Boston Univ. 




Where: Competitor Co~ner Game Room 
(under the Tin Palace) 
When: Sign ups accepted from now until 
Feb. 20th. All matches to be scheduled 
355 16,9 
279 13.3 












for Tuesday nights, through April 24th (8 weeks in ain 
Format: Doubles only, round robin competition 
leading to single elimination for top eight teams 
Registration fee: $2.oo.per man, payable at 
Competitors Corner prior to first match 
Prize Money: corllpetitorscornerwill 
match all registration fees. Example: If 16 teams 
enter, purse will be 16 (teams) x 2 <men per team) 
x $2.00 (fee per man) x 2 (matching registration fee) 
equals 128.00 
We GUARANTEE a $50.00 first prize regardless 
of how many teams enter! ! 
COMPETITORS CORNER 
open daily -- 11 a.m. 'till midnight 
"Novel entertainment at the drop of a coin." 
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Lose to PC, 7 6-62 
HoopwOmen faCe 1-ough week 
By Nancy Maculiewicz 
The UNH women's basketball 
team has experienced some hard 
times lately, and the going 
doesn't look much easieir in the 
future. Losing their thitdJgame of 
the season, 76-62 to Providence 
ColJ~ge on Saturday, the Wildcats 
lowered their record to 10-3. 
Today they host Bridgewater 
State at · 6 p.m. On "Thursday, 
Rhode Island will come to 
Durham for a 5: 30 contest. 
"The next two weeks are going 
to be rough," said UNH coach 
Cecelia DeMarco. "Our schedule 
is overwhelming.- We've reaJly 
got our hands full." · 
With their "backs against the 
wall," DeMarco said, the Wild-
cats must win ne•n·ly all their re-
maining games to secure a posi-
tion in the post-season satellite 
playoffs. 
"The Providence game hurt 
us," DeMarco said of her team's 
defeat. "There was no reason we 
should have lost." 
But disappointment and, 
ruscouragement are two different 
things," DeMarco said, confident 
that UNH can win its remaining 
games. 
Not to take anything away from 
Providence, whom she admits is 
a talented team, DeMarco cited 
some of UNH's problems. 
In the first half, UNH missed 
eleven foul shots. "We could have 
broken it op<'ll." said DeMarco. 
Instead. LINH was down by four , 
Track.men whomp S~onn 
The UNH men's track team handily disposed of Southern Con-
necticut, last year's Easterns champs, 79-57 in New Haven Satur-
day in the final dual meet of the indoor season. The Wildcats 
finish with an excellent 9-5 record, and use thi~ week to prepare 
for the Yankee Conference championships to be held this Satur-
day at UMaine. 
"They (SConn) lost quite a few lettermen from last year," said 
UM-I coach John Copeland. "But they are stiJJ a very strong 
team." After ten events, the Wildcats were down by four points 
with the shot put and triple jump, two of UNH's weaker events, 
still remaining. "I was a little worried at that point," he con-
tinued. "Their quarter mIJe strength was a bit more than I 
figured, and we were shut out in the high jump." 
The Cats. however went on to take seven of nine places in the 
1000, two-mile and triple jump (a surprise two-three finish) in-
cluding wins in the one and two-IT)ile relays to easily pull out the 
·victory. 
One of the disappointing aspects of the meet was the last minute 
cancellation of Springfield College. A talented team in the weight 
events and distances, the Chiefs had defeated UNH last spring 
and were expected to provide some strong competition, especially 
in the 35 pound weight and the one-and two-mile runs. 
Women to:P 15-team field 
35-31, at the half. 
. DeMarco thought UNH's de-
~ns~ played well, but "the offense 
didn'f get going. We didn't use 
our speed to our advantage. " 
PC had a height advantage, 
and the Friars exploited it. Es-
pecially lat~ in the game, when 
UNH was in foul trouble, Provi-
dence dominated the boards, 
allowing its opponent only one 
chance at an outside shot. 
Leading all scorers. Provi-
dence's Sheedy finished the game 
with 20 points. 
UNH's leading scorer, Kathy 
Sanborn managed 17 points. 
Donna Couture, who entered the 
game midway through the first 
half. had 13. 
UNH's Karen Bolton and 
Jackie MacMullan, both 5'11", 
were up against at least equally 
tall PC forwards. But there were 
six of them, so when MacMullan 
fouled out with 10:45 left in the 
game, "it left us fairly small, " 
said DeMarco. 
Co-captain Bolton had 14 points, 
10 of them in the first half. 5'8" 
freshman Martha Morrison made 
a few short jump shots in the -
second half to help UNH stay in 
the game. Morrison had eight 
points. 
The Wildcats had shooting 
problems in the second half, re-
cording a shooting percentage of 
less than 30%. Their first-half ac-
curacy wasn't much better, at 
35%. 
Behind Sheedy, PC's big 
scorers were Kathy Dwyer with 
16, Mary Ann McCoy with 15, and 
Mary Casey with 12. 
The score in the first half never 
varied more than five points. 
Nine times it was deadlocked. 
With a minute and a half left in 
the half, PC broke a 29-29 tie and 
stayed ahead for the rest of the 
game. 
1111111 
Friar Linda Wage goes in for a layup over Wildcat Karen 
Bolton during Saturday's 76-62 Providence victory. UNH's 
record fell to 10-3. (Tom Lynch photo> 
Swimmers sink again; 
I 
The UNH women's indoor track team vaulted itself into one of 
_tpe top spots in New England Saturday as the Wildcats defeated 
more than 15 teams at the Holy Cross Invitational in Worcester. 
Providence tool). · charge im-
mediately in the second half. 
Casey got hot, making five field 
goals in the first five minutes. 
UNH's Morrison came ba\ k with 
a couple of buckets, but with 
Sheedy and McCoy backing up 
Casey, PC slowly ·widened its 
lead to ten points. 
this time to SConn 
The Ca ts finished well ahead of runnerup Bates College ( 97-83) 
as UConn and Brown nabbed third and fourth place respectively. 
UMass, probably UNH's strongest competition to date and cer-
tainlv one of the top few teams in New England, comes to Durham 
Thursday. The meet starts at 3 p.m. and should turn into one of the 
best duals of the season. 
Along with the Minutemen, Springfield College, which finished 
eighth in last year's EAIA W regionals (first NE team). coul~ be 
UNH's fougliest contenders for the New England champwnsh1p. 
Saturday's meet was a total team effort in all~13 events. Senior 
Betsy Harris, last year's New England .champ who is struggling 
back from a knee injury that has had her sidelined for nearly six 
weeks, set a meet record in the 440, turning a quick 61.3. 
Missy Collins, UNH's record-holder in the quarter and half 
miles, led a one-two Wildcat finish in the 880 winning 1easily in 
2: 19.5 as freshman Diane Pankratz edged Bowdoin 's Margaret 
McCormickf or second. 
Another surprise one-two came in the shot put as newcomer 
Kathy Rosholt beat top putter Lisa McMahon by more than four 
feet (38'10" to 34'7L/'). 
UNH's mile relay team, which earlier in the year finished sixth 
at the prestigious Dartmouth Invitational in 4:07 (behind such 
-Eastern powers as Temple and Adelphi) ran away from Bowdoin 
and UConn, posting an easy 4: 18.2 victory . 
"-: . GARY CROSSANl ~ 
UNH attempted to break Provi-
dence's momentum, calling a 
timeout at 16: 11 and another less 
than a minute and a half later. 
But PC only came back re-
freshed, and UNH ran into foul 
trouble. 
There was some controversy 
when MacMullan fouled out. The 
UNH scorers had MacMullan 
listed for only four fouls . But 
De Marco couldn't persuade the 
officials to check out the discrep-
ancy. So Mac Mullan was out of 
the game wilh nearly eleven min-
utes left. 
UNH tried to make a come-
back, and scored three consecu-
tive baskets after Providence 
captain Mary Ellen Buchanan 
had fouled out. But the Cats lost 
their momentum when Patty 
l<'oster committed her fifth per-
- ~;onal at 6:22. 
UNH's Doug Hess and Plymouth State's Joe Garus~Q expe1;~e~1,ce new.adventures in pain during 
Saturday's meet. Hess lost to Garusso, but UNll w~n the event. tMark Madnick photo1) , • ·- • 1 
By Pete Hearne 
Despite some strong individual performances, the UNH men's 
swim team lost again, this time to Southern Connecticut. SConn 
sank the Wildcats, now 2-7, Saturday in Swasey Pool. 
In the meet against swimming powerhouse SConn, UNH got 
good showings from several individuals in the losing effort. 
"Jeff Growney had a helluva day", said coach Bill Shults, 
summing up the stellar showing of his freshman backstroker. 
Growney qualified for the New Englands with his time of l :00.7 in 
the 100-yard backstroke leg of the medley relay event, and later in 
the afternoon was just touched out in the 200-yard individual 
medley. 
. Another Wildcat for whom Shults had praise was Fred Lud-
"'.1gson, . who als~ qualified for the NE's with his record setting 
time of 11 .26.9 m the 1000-yard freestyle. This is the second 
/qualifying time for Ludvigson, who In the previous meet qualified 
in the 100-yard butterfly. 
As a team, however, UNH did not fair as well, capturing only 
t~ree events, including a tie in the 50-yard freestyle between At-
tila Herczeg and SConn 's Keith Lavalette. The other Wildcat vic-
tors _ were Doug Sampson in the 100-yard freestyle, and the 400-
yard freestyle relay team of Herczeg, Sampson, Ludvigson and 
Mike O'Brien. ' 
_!<'or ~Conn, diver Blair Gentry won both his events, and 
Ken Bockus and Lavalette also took two events each from the 
Wildcats. - -
UNH put forth some of its better efforts after the meet had been 
lost. Ken Cullerot, swimming for the Wildcats in the 500-yard 
freestyle, just missed in his try for second place, as did 
Ludvigson in the next event, the 200-y~rd breaststroke. 
Captain Jeff Cherrington, who took a second in the 200-yard 
butterfly, had some encouraging words for his teammates. 
"It's a tough time of year," he explained, saying that the team 
has been working hard . "In a week or so, we'll start our taper 
(resting phase), and then times will drop," he added. 
Shults remains optimistic of many of his swimmer's times as he 
awaits UMass, which UNH will square off against tommorrow in 
Amherst. 
Cat Stats, page 21 
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UNH wrestler Bill Fogarty's opponent is up in the air over this hold in ~aturday's match against 
Plymouth State. The Wildcats topped the Panthers, W-14. <Mark Madmck photo) 
-
Grapplers pin Panther$ 
By Gerry Miles 
It was everything both teams 
expected and more. But the n'-
sult wasn't what the Plymouth 
State wrestlers had expected, a:-
they dropped their second match 
in as many years to interstate 
rival UNH, 26-14 Saturday after-
noon in Lundholm Gymnasium. 
For years, Plymouth has 
always sought to beat UNH, but 
Saturday it was not to be. UNH 
reversed last week's dilemma of 
not scoring well in the light-
\\·eights by getting their early 
lead there that stood up for the 
rest of the match. UNH is now 6-4. 
while PSC drops to 14-6. 
A fuming Panther coach Jim· 
Aguiar was unavailable for 
comment after the match, but an 
assistant, Larry Decenzo, of-
fered that the match was close, 
as Plymouth had hoped it would 
be. "Some bad things happened 
that we didn't plan on, and we 
couldn't get out of them," said 
Decenzo. 
"But we're not gonna go home 
and kick ourselves either," said 
Decenzo. "You don't practice 
and work hard to lose." 
That was what happene,d to the 
Panthers, who hope to wrestle in 
Divison I in the near future. Tom _ 
Senator of UNH lead off with a 
pin over Harry Phelps at 1:26 of 
the first period. John Boghos won 
a decision on riding time and 134 
pound Mark Brown proceeded to 
· p,in Panther Al Madera in the 
third period to give UNH a com-
manding 15-0 lead. 
Plymouth then turned the 
tables by taking the next three 
matches ( 142, 150, and 158 pounds l 
to bring Plymouth within six, 15-9. 
Joe Garrusso decisioned Wild-
cat Doug Hess when he scored a 
near fall late in the third period of 
a 2-0 win. Bruce Gabriel scored 
two reversals over freshman 
Wildcat Bill Karelitz to edge him, 
6-4, for another Plymouth 
decision. And Butch Ford came 
from behind to beat UNH's Bruce 
Cerullo, 5-4, to bring Plymouth 
within striking distance. 
But the strong heavyweights of 
the Wildcat lineup were nexL and 
they shone througn m usua1 
fashion. 
Chet Davis won a decision over 
Matt Staples and UNH had 
doubled its lead over PSC 18-9. 
Senior Bill Fogarty, who has 
wrestled well of late, lost a 
decision on a late third-period. 
surge by Panther Charlie Barker 
for one last Plvmouth burst. 
Bob MacNally then came on 
and dominated PSC's Dave Smith 
and pinned him in the second 
period, after the official missed a 
first period pinning combination. 
That put the match out of PSC's· 
reach and quieted a boisterous 
Aguiar. 
The unlimited class lost its 
drama with MacNally's pin, but 
both Mike Millington and-Panther 
Bill Mitchell wresueo as though 
the outcome of the match rested 
on their shoulders. Neither man 
could find a quick weakness, and 
they wrestled to a draw. 
UNH will now have a couple of 
weeks to rest up for their last 
meet of the year against BU in 
Boston Feb. 24. The New Eng-
lands follow shortly thereafter. 
UNH skiers place in Green meet 
lh PPte llPan1e 
.. While almost everyone else in 
'.'ie\\ England was doing anything 
possible to keep warm this past 
weekmd, the UNI! ski teams 
\H'n' braving the frigid climate of 
llano\·er while competing in the 
Dart rnouth Carnival Ski Meet. 
The results - the men finished in 
fourth place, and the women in 
fifth. 
"The men had a good meet,·· 
said women's coach Bvron Davis . 
Leading tlw chaq.4e for the mt·n 
was the cross-countrv team, \\'ith 
Nat Lucey and Cory Schwartz fin 
ishing third and fifth respectivl'· 
ly. Lucey's time was only 11 
seconds behind the winner's. 
Wck Solev of UVM. John Dickin-
son, Brian Lunt and Tom Hatha -
wav finished l;)th. 20th, and 23rd 
for. the Wildcats, who tied for 
second place in the event with 
Middlebun·. 
In alpin(• competition, Grover 
Daniels pli.tcl'd sixth in the dO\rn -
hill. fourth in the giant slalo111 
and sevmth in the slalom. · An-
other en<.:ouraging sign for UNI I 
\\·as the seventh place that Pet('r 
Middleton n .. ·corded in the giant 
slalom. "Peter's a good skier ... 
said Davis. "he just hasn·t been 
able to finish a race latelv. ·· Last 
year Middleton was e1gn1n 111 Ult' 
nation in alpine skiing. 
Also placing in the field of 50 for 
U'.\IH were l{ob Arsenault and 
Bob Higley in both alpine events 
and John Bixbv in the slalom . 
Mark Lvons o( Dartmouth won 
thl' giant slalom, and it was Mid -
dkbury's Jeff Nichols who took 
t lw sla lorn. 
The mect's final event, and tht· 
Wildcat's weakest, was the s~1 
iumo. H.ol.!er Holden and Kan· 
Herje, both of UVM, won the event. 
L .\H's John Fulton placed eighth 
and Steve Young took 17th, and 
l\rn cross-country skiers. Lunt 
and Dickinson t who were con-
\'l'rt cd to give the Wild<.:als m01T 
depth), also managed to place. 
While cross-count rv was the 
strong point of the men's effort, it 
turned out to be the do\\'nfall for 
the women. 
··we didn "t ski \\·ell in cross-
count rv ... commented Davis . 
"'\\T .iust had a bad dav ... A bad 
dd.\ meant fourth pla<.:e in an 
t'\Tnt which usuallv serves UNI I 
\\·ell. The Wild<.:ats ·finished three 
points out of second. Pam Smith 
took se\·enth. \\'ith l\lariannl' 
Bean and Patty H.oss in !:2th and 
14th. Middlebury College won the 
ru<:(', led by Ali<.:e'\l,'o\\·er. 
1\llddiebury aiso ffriished .. in first 
place overall 111 tne meet. "Tt1e~ 
are a strong bid,to win the Nat ion -
als," Davis said . 
li'.\lll placed fifth and fourth in 
the alpine events, led by H.oxanne 
Cloutier !seventh in the slalom 
and t:Hh in the giant slalom J. 
'.\lancv Frechette and Brenda 
(;ravlnk also <.:ontinued with 
strong performances. finishing in 
the top twenty in both competi-
tions . 
"'That fourth place is our best 
slalom finish yet, .. said Davis, 
\\·ho \ras also· pleased with tlw 
skiing of Sue Mclkt. who is re-
covtTing from a knee injury. 
!\kl let placed in both alpine ev(•n-
as did Dierdra Lynch. 
V~H needed ten more points in 
th(' meet lo catch fourth-place 
\"t•rn1ont, and onlv 12 lo tic Wil-
liams t third J. "V·ie need to ski 
\\·ell to get that third position," 
said Davis. 
The team·s next opportunity to 
Jll('t•l this challen1.4(• \rill come 
this \\'eekcnd as thev travel \rith 
tl1i rrw11"s t ·:1111 to ·thf' Williams 
Coll1·~1·(';rrrn\ · c.t1 .. , ·111 ·, 
Change mulled 
in .checking rule 
By Lee Hunsaker 
An informal proposal has been 
made to the NCAA Rules Com-
mittee for ice hockey to consider 
eliminating checking in a team's 
offensive zone, according to a 
report in the Boston Globe. 
According to UNH coach Char-
lie Holt-and Harvard coach Bill 
Cleary, the two ECAC Division I 
representatives to the Rules 
Committee, they had never heard 
of the proposal before it came out 
in the Globe. 
Yet, the proposal is still valid, 
and both Cleary and Holt fee] it 
merits attention. 
"I would like to pursue it and 
discuss it more," said Holt. "I 
would like to see a lot more c11a-
logue on it before anything con-
crete happens." 
The Globe's Bob Monahan wrote 
in his F'eb 2 story that the "NCAA 
Rules Committee has received in-
dications from coaches and 
people close to hockey that the 
change would be for the better of 
the game, because it would cut 
down on charging and board 
checking." 
What the new prpposal 
specifically states is that from 
the blue line to the end boards of 
the attacking zone, the attacking 
team may not physically check a 
defensive player off the puck. 
However, the defensive team is 
allowed to check. 
This would mean the possible 
elimination of the dump-and-run 
method many teams employ 
when they cannot carry the puck 
into the zone. 
The rule is not a new one per se. 
Russ Mccurdy, coach of UNH's 
women's hockey team, played 
under the same rule during his 
college days at Boston University 
and later while on the 1962-63 U.S. 
National team. _ 
"I think that you'll get more up 
and down action,'' said Mccurdy. 
"With the rule, teams that are 
good at skating and passing ,can 
utilize the skills to get the puck 
out of their zone. It '11 open up 
play and you won't be hemmed 
in." 
Though choosing not to com-
ment specifically on what the 
rule might do for present-day 
college hockey, Cleary said the 
rules committee will probably 
look at the proposal very 
seriously. 
"There are enough people who 
think it's needed so we'll consider 
it," he said. "When you've got 
that many in favor of it, it merits 
attention." 
Holt said he's not sure if the 
present rule, allowing checking 
all over the ice, should be 
modified with the proposal or not. 
"I didn't see anything (in the 
games the NHL played against 
the Soviets) that merits the rule 
being taken out. All the NHL did 
was check the Russians when 
they (the Russians) were in their 
own zone, but they still were able 
to move the puck. 
"However," he continued, "I 
am open to the idea and I can see 
something done to it <the present , 
rule) to perhaps consider more 
skill development." 
Monahan also mentioned in his 
article that the new rule might 
also help the referees in con-
trolling a contest. Mccurdy 
doesn't see it1-hat way. 
"I don't think the refs have 
much to do with it," he said. "The 
big thing is that there's so much 
hitting from behind which is 
iltegal. It's in the rule book--you 
can Jook it up--but it's not called 
too often. 
"I, don't think it would be 
there to help the officials," he 
continued. "They've reffed with 
and without the rule. If they've 
done it once they can do it again." 
Ultimately, should the 
proposed rule actually _come into 
existence, then fans wovld most 
likely be treated to a more skill-
oriented style of hockE.y. The 
game, from a breakoUi. stand 
point, would be faster. Teams 
would probably have fewer 
penalties in their attacking zone 
(charging and elbowing, for 
example) and "blow-outs" are 
less likely to occur. 
It could possibly ma,ke the 
ECAC Division I race even 
crazier than it alreadv is. 
Providence player Lynn Sheedy < 20 points) moves in on the 
hoop during Saturday's game. Providence topped UNH to 
strengthen its position among the New England leaders. <Tom 
Lyn~h photo) ' 
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UNH sophomore goalie Greg Moffett turned in a stellar perfor-
mance last night to help his Wildcat teamates to a 4-3 wm over 
Providence College. <Scott Spaulding photo) 
the new hampshire 
sports 
Icewome~ keep 
BC in check, 9-2 
By Dana Jennings 
CHESTNUT HILL, Ma.--The 
UNH women's ·ice hockey team 
gave Boston College goalie Peggy 
Cameron a case of double vision 
here last night as the Wildcats 
shot the Eagles down, 9-2. 
The Cats, who hred 43·shots on 
goal, were led by winger Melissa 
White's hat / trick. Gail Griffith 
- and Gaby lfaroules had two goals 
apiec.e.._ 
"We were e~pecting a tough 
game,'' said UNH; coach russ 
Mccurdy, "and ~e got one." 
The E-agles gave UNH a tight 
game thanks to close checking 
and the spectacular play of goalie 
Cameron. Cameron made 34 
saves, 21 of them in the second 
period, which saw UNH keep the 
puck in BC's end almost the en-
tire time. She allowed only one 
_goal in that period. 
- UNH jumped out to .a quick 3-0 
lead with five minutes gone in the 
game, with two goals by White 
and one by Haroules. Boston 
College stiffened as the players_ 
began throwing their weight 
around. 
going into the period. BC's first 
goal had come on a scramble in 
front of the net in the first period, 
when Eagle Connie Wilson 
slammed the puck into the UNH 
net. The second was on a shot 
deflected off a UNH def enseman 
past netminder Lynn Walsh. 
That goal woke the Wildcats 
up. . 
"We finally broke-through," said 
Mccurdy. "We got hungrier as 
the game went on." 
UNH defenseman Yvette 
Daigle's play broke the game 
open for UNH. About a minute af-
ter BC's fluke goal, Daigle let 
loose a hard slap shot from the 
right point which was deflected in 
by Haroules. Griffith then tipped 
home another Daigle slap shot on 
a power play for the first of her 
two goals. 
''The game was a lot closer 
than I thought it would be," said 
UNH goalie Walsh. 
The win brings UNH's season 
'mark to 11-1-1. The Cats host 
Cornell Saturday. 
Friday night, UNH blew 
Clarkson out of Snively Arena by 
Although body checking is a score of 11-0. Nine different 
illegal in women's hockey, UNH players figured in the 
because of the laxness of the of- scoring, with Diane Langlais and 
ficials, BC was able to effectively White scoring two goals each. 
break UNH up. The Wildcats outshot th<' l.old<'n 
The outcome of the game was - Knights 50-8, and by -a 23-0 
in doubt until halfway through margin in the second µern)<..I 
the third period. UNH led 4-2 alone. 
Gould, Crowder pace UNH 
Wildcats edge Friars, 4-3 
By Gerry Miles 
A barn burner, a nail biter. Use 
every cliche you can think of, but 
the best way to describe last 
night's 4-3 UNH win over 
Providence College is ''phew! '' 
The win ups the Wildcats' 
record to 16-6-1 overall and 14-4-1 
in the ECAC Division I standings. 
Providence, which came into last 
night's game in ninth place, 
drops to 11-9-1 overall and 9-9-1 in 
the race for a playoff berth. 
Trailing 2-1 after two periods, 
the Wildcat future looked dark as 
Steve O'Neil the Friars' second 
leading scorer, scored his fifteen- . 
th goal of the year. O'Neil scored 
when he intercepted a Mike 
Waghorne pass and drove a slap-
shot fro forty feet past UNH 
goalie Gregg Moff ett's far side at 
6:54. 
Elated at their triumph, the· 
Friars emptied the bench to 
congratulate O'Neil. 
However, just as soon as the 
Friars had returned to their ben-
ch Bruce Crowder entered the 
picture and lead a comeback 
unlike any seen in Snively in quite 
a while. 
Less than a minute later, 
Crowder took a Frank Barth pass 
from behind Friar goalie Bill 
Miiiier's net and quickly put a low 
wrist shot past Milner's stick. 
Captain Bob Gould, the only 
other Wildcat scorer who had two 
goals, tied the score 33 seconds 
later after he picked up the 
rebound from a Waghorne slap-
shot that Milner let go long, and 
tucked it neatly past Milner, who 
was out of position and headed for 
the opposite side of the net. 
UNH then took its turn to em-
pty its bench and quiet the throng 
of Friar fans in attendance. 
Crowder then scored the win-
ning goal 54 seconds later, after 
persistent Wildcat forechecking 
kept the puck in the zone. Milner 
once again made many a brilliant 
save. But again, a loose puck in 
tront ot the net found him on his 
knees and looking up as Crowder 
took the puck and netted his · 
second goal with a backhander to 
the far side that Milner never 
had a chance on. 
The momentum was now 
UNH's, a.s the Cats rel~ntle~sl~ 
pressured Milner, as they had 
throughout the game, outshooting 
PC 38-20. 
The pressure paid off when All-
American Ralph Cox broke down 
the right side, cut in and hit Bob 
Francis with a pass that he whip-
ped past Milner from the right 
side. 
However, Friar coach Lou 
Lamoriello challenged Francis's 
stick, charging it was illegally 
curved. After a ten-minute delay, 
the officials seemed to be unsure 
of how to rule on the stick. They 
finally agreed that Francis did 
indeed score with an illegal stick .. 
His goal was called back and 
Francis was given a ten-minute 
misconduct penalty. 
Lamoriello had challenged a 
stick before, at RPI earlier this 
year, and won that decision also. 
Had the challenged stick been 
found legal, Providence would 
have been given a two-minute 
minor penalty for delay of game. 
"It's the first time this has ever 
happened to me," said Francis 
after the game. "The thing is the 
way they measured the stick: 
They could have measured any 
stick and found it illegal. They 
measured the heel, then the 
length of the curve. Then 
-Lamoriello started finagling with 
it. First it passed, then it didn't. 
No stick could have passed that 
kind of test." 
UNH still played with fiye. m·e~ 
after the misconduct and found 
PC right back in the ganw as 
freshman defenseman Jim Colucci 
·drove a slapshot that was stop-
ped with a fJrilhanl Mollett skate 
save with just three minutes 
remaining. 
Luck ran out for the Friars as 
Dennis Martin got called for 
hooking at 17:08 and UNH en-
joyed a powerplay. However, a 
pesky Friar team turned it the 
other way with a few drives on 
Moffett that he turned aside with 
the ease of a professiona). 
"He's a good goalie," said 
Crowder of Moffett after the 
game. "He's damn g·ood. If there 
was anybody else in there, they 
(Providence) could have had 
eleven goals." 
UNH posted a final rush with 
less than a minute remaining and 
then passed the puck around the 
rink as if a Friar wasn't on the ice 
killing the remaining time for the 
victory. 
The Wildcats had beaten PC 
earlier this year, at Yale in the 
Yale-Mack Bulldog Tourney last 
month in New Haven. Gould 
scored an overtime goal that 
vaulted UNH into the finals. 
The Wildcats are idle until 
Friday when they host Colgkte at 
7 p.m. in Snively Arena. Colgate 
is currently in eleventh place in 
the standings with a 12-8-0 overall 
record. Colgate must now win 
five of its last six games to hope 
to get a shot at a playoff berth. 
Rutgers tops 
UNH cagers, 83-7 3 
The Scarlet Knights of Rutgers took advantage of a late surge to 
topple the UNH basketball Wildcats last night in New Brunswick, 
NJ, 83-73. 
Rutgers held a five-point edge at halftime. 
The win boosts Rutgers' record to 14-8 on the season, while UNH 
drops to 9-13. The Cats return to Durham Thursday night to host 
Holy Cross. 
Holy Cross comes into Thursday's game, UNH's last home date 
of the season, after beating Boston College Saturday. 
Last night, the Wildcats' Brendan VanDeventer led all scorers 
in the game with 25 points. Teammate Dana Chapman and 
Rutgers' Kelvin Troy followed with 19 points each. 
Wildcat Diane Langlais' hard slap shot helped pace the UNH women's hockey team to its 
eleventh victory of the season la_§t rught,. a 9-2 decision_ over Boston College. (Lee Hw1saker photo) 
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